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Executive Summary
Pacific International Terminals, Inc. (PI Terminals) has submitted an application for project
permits (March 2012) to develop and operate the proposed Gateway Pacific Terminal
(Terminal), at Cherry Point, Washington. The Terminal would be a multi-commodity bulk
terminal for transshipment of dry bulk commodities between rail and marine transportation
systems.
The initially proposed layout of required project facilities on the available approximately 1,200
acre site optimized the construction and operation of Terminal facilities while minimizing the
impact to the project site and its environmental resources, particularly wetlands and streams, and
cultural resources. Following submittal of the original permit application, an adjacent parcel of
land became available and its approximately 353 acres were incorporated into the project site,
primarily to provide for mitigation of wetland and stream impacts that would result from the
proposed project. The additional site area also provided an opportunity to reconfigure the
proposed site layout to further avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands and streams (Waters of
the United States.) An alternative site layout that would reduce impacts to Waters of the United
States would be preferred under the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) guidelines
for implementing Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (known as Section404(b)(1)).
Based on the PI Terminals assessment of the demand for international trade in bulk commodities
and the project facilities required to provide throughput of 54 million metric tons per year of dry
bulk commodities (48 million tons of coal and 6 million tons of other commodities), PI
Terminals initiated a review of the initial Terminal layout and developed alternative layouts
utilizing the expanded project site. All alternative layouts respected the existing location of the
approximately 3,000-foot long wharf, which has already been permitted for construction by
Whatcom County, the responsible non-federal jurisdiction.
Three general reconfigurations, Alternatives A, B and C were developed that reconfigured the
on-site rail facilities and relocated the commodity storage facilities. A second “A” Alternative,
A1 and five additional “C” Alternatives, C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5 were developed after review of
the initial three alternatives. All nine alternatives were evaluated and compared using a set of
environmental and engineering criteria. This evaluation found that the “C” Alternatives reduced
the overall developed area of the project on the order of 10 percent and the direct filling of
wetlands between 23 and 49 percent. Among the “C” Alternatives, Alternatives C2, C3, C4 and
C5 were all found to have the largest (and approximately equal) reduction in direct wetland
impact. However, comparison of these four alternatives using a range of environmental and
engineering factors showed that Alternative C2 ranked the highest and was most preferred.
As a prerequisite to issuing the requested Department of the Army permit, the Section 404(b)(1)
guidelines require that the USACE demonstrate that an alternative to the Applicant’s preferred
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alternative that has less impacts to Waters of the United States does not exist. Alternative site
layout C2 is an alternative that reduces impacts to Waters of the United States to the greatest
degree, does not increase other impacts and meets the purpose and need of PI Terminals as stated
in the March 2012 permit application. Therefore site layout Alternative C2 is considered
preferable to the originally proposed site layout.
Independent of the USACE’s requirements under the Section 404(b)(1) guideline, both the
federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), implemented by the USACE, and the State
Environmental Protection Act (SEPA), implemented by the State of Washington/Whatcom
County, require consideration of reasonable project alternatives during the course of the
environmental review process and preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement. This site
layout alternatives analysis was prepared by PI Terminals and is submitted for consideration by
the federal, state, and local lead agencies as input to the alternatives analysis to be developed in
the federal and state draft Environmental Impact Statements.
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1.0

Introduction – Purpose of this Report

Pacific International Terminals, Inc. (PI Terminals), has submitted applications for project
permits to develop and operate a 54 million metric tons per year multimodal terminal on its
property located at Cherry Point, Washington. The proposed Gateway Pacific Terminal
(Terminal), including its overall configuration and detailed site layout (the currently proposed
project), was designed to optimize the construction and operation of Terminal facilities while
minimizing the impact to the project site and its environmental resources, particularly wetlands
and streams, and cultural resources. The project was described in detail in the Revised Project
Information Document, Terminal submitted to Whatcom County in March 2012. During the
development of the currently proposed project layout, the focus on avoidance of impacts to
wetlands and streams (e.g., Waters of the United States) was driven by the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE or Corps) guidelines for evaluation of permit applications under
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 1 , and by Washington State and Whatcom County
requirements for protection of wetland and stream resources. In particular the guidelines for
implementing Section 404 by the USACE require that “all practicable alternatives to the
proposed discharge which do not involve a discharge into a special aquatic site are presumed to
have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem, unless clearly demonstrated otherwise. 2” In
practical application this means that the USACE must undertake an alternatives analysis that
demonstrates that an alternative to the Applicant’s preferred alternative that has less impacts to
Waters of the United States does not exist.
At the time of application in 2012, the PI Terminals property consisted of approximately 1,200
acres 3, of which approximately 334 acres would be developed for the project. Subsequent to its
applications, PI Terminals acquired rights to an additional approximately 353 acre contiguous
parcel of land that was designated Parcel 15. This parcel provided additional area for
compensation for unavoidable impacts to wetlands and streams. However, the two parcels
together provided the opportunity to revise the overall project layout. Alternative layouts were
sought that would further avoid and minimize effects to wetlands, streams, and other on-site
resources while still meeting the project’s purpose and need.
To support the formulation and evaluation of site layout alternatives this report includes a
discussion of the basis for the design throughput of the Terminal (Section 2) and a description of
the site layout configuration criteria (Section 3). Alternative site layouts identified and evaluated
in this report consist only of rearrangements of terminal components; there are no changes to the
proposed Terminal’s operational capacities, annual throughput capabilities, or the proposed dry1

“Guidelines for Preparation of Analysis of the Section 404 Permit Application Pursuant to the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines of the Clean Water
Act (40 CFR, Section 230)”
2
40 CFR, Section 230.10
3
1200 acres was the approximate project area in 2012 including the initial PI Terminals Inc. property, an additional acquired parcel and Whatcom
County roadway vacations.
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bulk commodities potentially handled. The potential numbers of unit trains making deliveries to
the Terminal per day and vessels calling at the Terminal annually are unchanged from the
currently proposed project.
PI Terminals initially developed three alternatives to the currently proposed layout: Alternatives
A, B and C. Initial review and evaluation of these alternatives led to an additional alternative
similar to Alternative A (A1) and five additional alternatives similar to Alternative C (C1
through C5). A total of nine alternative site layouts were evaluated and the results compared
with respect to cost, engineering/logistics, and environmental effects. The alternative layouts
and the comparative engineering and environmental effects evaluation is included in Section 4.
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2.0 Project Configuration Criteria
The overall project site configuration is based on the types and volumes of commodities to be
stored and transshipped by the proposed multimodal terminal. These factors form the basis for
the site layout/design criteria for each major terminal component. The following discussion
provides a description of terminal function within the dry-bulk commodities market and
discusses how throughput capacity (terminal size) was determined for the Terminal.

2.1

Function of the Gateway Pacific Terminal and Summary of Markets Served

PI Terminals is a private company providing multimodal terminal services to customers who sell
and transport dry bulk commodities. The function of terminal services in the overall commodity
supply chain is limited to unloading, storing, and reloading dry bulk commodities between rail
and ocean-going transportation systems. Commodity owners, not PI Terminals, have control
over the source, transportation, destination, and end use of dry-bulk commodities that will pass
through the terminal facilities.
PI Terminals’ decision to construct a new terminal and its decisions about the configuration of
the facility is based on an assessment of the international dry bulk commodities market and the
demand for terminal services. The long operational life of a terminal means that PI Terminals
must carefully consider both the current and future demand for commodities and terminal
services.
To determine the overall configuration and throughput size of the proposed project PI Terminals
considered two primary factors; 1) the projected international market for bulk commodities and
the associated need for a deep-water multimodal bulk terminal, and 2) a valid Shoreline
Development Permit from Whatcom County to construct a deep water wharf and connecting
trestle to its property at Cherry Point 4.
From these two starting points PI Terminals developed design criteria and a site layout that
maximized commodity throughput based on the size of the permitted wharf and trestle and its
assessment of international demand for bulk commodities. This evaluation led PI Terminals to
determine that a project with annual throughput of 54 million metric ton per year capacity could
be supported by the market and accommodated by the already permitted wharf and trestle.
More than 75 percent of the annual terminal capacity has already been reserved by contract to
bulk commodity shippers. Aside from commitments already made by shippers, commodity

4

PI Terminals is in possession of a valid Shoreline Development Permit issued by Whatcom County that authorizes the construction and
operation of an approximately 3,000 ft.-long wharf and trestle at Cherry Point offshore of the PI Terminals property. The location and
configuration of the wharf and trestle are explicitly recognized in the recently established Cherry Point Aquatic Reserve and the Cherry Point
Aquatic Reserve Management Plan.
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market projections fully support development of a terminal of this size, as demonstrated in the
following market analysis.

2.2

Future Bulk Commodity Markets

The primary terminal services market to be served by the Terminal is the international shipment
of dry bulk commodities from the West Coast of the United States to Asia Pacific markets. As a
terminal that is likely to operate over the next 75 to 100 years, the projected future demand for
multimodal terminal services is particularly important. Although PI Terminals cannot predict the
amount of commodities that may be shipped in the future with certainty, available information
gives PI Terminals confidence that the market will support its investment in a new 54-million
metric tons per year-capacity terminal.
While the volume, value and types of goods exported from the U.S. vary from year to year, the
value of exports from the U.S. has increased more than four-fold in the years between 1990 and
2008, and continues to increase as depicted in Figure 2-1 below. Specifically, the value (in U.S.
dollars) of waterborne exports from the U.S. has increased almost four-fold since 1990 (Figure 21). Importantly, the volume of waterborne exports from the U.S. (in metric tons) shows a similar
upward trend from the years 2003 to 2013 (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-1: Waterborne U.S. Exports from 1990 through 2013 (USD Millions)
700,000
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Source: North American Trade Statistics Database, International Merchandise Trade by Mode; available at: http://nats.sct.gob.mx/english/go-totables/table-7-international-merchandise-trade/table-7-1-international-merchandise-trade-by-mode/#
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Figure 2-2: Waterborne U.S. Exports from 2003 through 2013 (Metric Tons)
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Years 2003-2012: U.S. Marine Administration, Maritime Statistics; available at
http://www.marad.dot.gov/library_landing_page/data_and_statistics/Data_and_Statistics.htm. Year 2013: US Census Bureau;
available at http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/Press-Release/ft920_index.html

Dry bulk commodities currently exported from the U.S. include wheat, soy beans, cotton, oil
seeds, corn and other feed grains, metal ores , fertilizers (e.g., potash and sulfur), and calcined
coke. One of the faster growing international dry bulk commodity markets is the trade in coal
used in energy production. Significant coal reserves are found in the U.S., Russia, India,
Australia, and China. Global recoverable coal reserves were estimated at approximately 869
billion metric tons in 2013 5. The U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) has reported that global
annual coal consumption in 2012 totaled over 7 billion metric tons, and is projected to grow to
approximately 10 billion metric tons by 2040 6. Approximately 65 percent of this increase is
projected to occur in China over the next 25 plus years, with India the second largest expanding
market (see Table 2-1). Coal has supported approximately half the increase in world energy
consumption in the last 10 years, and China has accounted for about 80 percent of that increase 7.
A forecast by Wood Mackenzie projected that long-term demand for imported thermal coal to
China could reach 11 billion metric tons by 2030. Similarly, India is expected to increase
imports to more than 400 million metric tons by 2030.

5

World Energy Council, World Energy Resources: Coal (2013) http://www.worldenergy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/10/WER_2013_1_Coal.pdf
6
Energy Information Administration, Quarterly Coal Report January - March 2013 (July 2013) at
www.eia.gov/coal/prodcution/quarterly/pdf/t4p01p1.pdf
7
Hans-Wilhelm Schiffer, Executive Vice-chair of the World Energy Scenarios, World Energy Council 2013.
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Table 2-1: Current and Projected Annual Global Coal Consumption for 2012 and 2040 (million
metric tons)
2012

2040

Change

Percent
Change

Global
Change

North America

908.9

1,032.5

124

13%

4%

South / Central
America

42.0

73.8

32

75%

1%

Middle East / Africa

203.8

352.8

149

73%

5%

Europe / Eurasia

968.4

1,000.0

72

3%

2%

Australia*

105.7

90.6

-15

-14%

>1%

China

3,681.0

5,641.6

1,961

53%

64%

India

584.6

1,040.0

455

77%

15%

Japan

227.4

200.0

-27.4

-12%

1%

Global

7,151.4

10,196.3

3,045

42%

Region

Source: EIA, 2013a. Consumption data converted from quadrillion BTU to short tons by factor of 19,530,000 BTU/short ton
and from short tons to metric tons by factor of 0.907184 metric tons per short ton. See
http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=667&t=2 http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=7&t=2.
*Consumption data for Australia also includes New Zealand. New Zealand accounts for 0.1 percent of global proved
reserves.

Coal exported through U.S. west coast ports is positioned to address a portion of that demand.
U.S. thermal coal exports have increased from approximately 54 million metric tons in 2007 to
almost 114 million metric tons in 2012. 8 Wood Mackenzie estimated that U.S. coal exports will
exceed 400 million metric tons by 2030 9. The significant increase in demand for coal over the
next 25 years to Asian markets, particularly to China and India, support the need for additional
bulk commodity export terminal capacity.
Other products are planned to be exported from the Terminal. While coal does not require
protection from the weather and can be stored in uncovered areas, other commodities for
example, grain, calcined petroleum coke, and potash, require weather protection and must be
stored in covered or closed structures such as silos, sheds, or enclosed buildings. The volumes of
exports of bulk commodities requiring covered storage are also significant.
The U.S. exports large volumes of agricultural commodities. In 2011, for example the U.S.
exported agricultural goods valued at almost $140 billion10. International trade in agricultural
commodities is expected to increase in the future. For example, the Economic Research Service
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture predicts that world corn trade will increase by 31 million
metric tons to 131 million metric tons in 2012/2013 in 2021/2022, and U.S. corn exports are
8

Energy Information Administration, Quarterly Coal Report January - March 2013 (July 2013) at
www.eia.gov/coal/prodcution/quarterly/pdf/t4p01p1.pdf
9
Wood Mackenzie, Coal Market Service: Thermal Trade, Executive Summary, (Dec 2011).
10
U.S. Department of Agriculture, International Agricultural Trade Report (Nov. 16, 2011), available at
http://www.fas.usda.gov/info/IATR/111611_Exports/default.asp
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expected to account for approximately half of the world corn trade. 11 During the same period,
world wheat trade (including flour) is expected to increase by 15 percent, to almost 157 million
metric tons per year, more than 20 million metric tons of which is expected to come from the
U.S. 12 World soybean trade is projected to increase by more than 30 percent to 137 million
metric tons and U.S. exports are expected to make up almost 40 million metric tons of that
market 13. United States exports of rice, sorghum, soybean meal, and other agricultural
commodities are all expected to increase through 2022. 14
Calcined petroleum coke is another commodity that could be exported from the Terminal and
would require covered storage. Calcined coke is used to make anodes for the smelting industry.
Annual worldwide production capacity for calcined coke is approximately 24 million tons. 15
Approximately 800,000 tons a year is produced locally.
Taken together, market data indicates a substantial existing demand, and growing future demand
for terminal services. Indeed, this market data validates PI Terminals’ business judgment that
there will be sufficient demand to support a large capacity dry bulk commodity terminal. The
market response to PI Terminals’ project proposal provides further validation. In particular, PI
Terminals has already secured contracts allowing customers to purchase export capacity for up to
40 million tons of coal per year. Although firm commitments for other commodity exports have
not yet been secured, it is expected that even more of the terminal’s capacity will be committed
prior to construction.
PI Terminals has concluded that there is more than enough market demand to justify constructing
a new bulk terminal facility of 54 million metric tons annual throughput capacity. PI Terminals
further concluded that the project should be configured to include 48 million metric tons of
uncovered storage, primarily to accommodate the coal export market, and 6 million metric tons
of covered storage to accommodate the agricultural and other commodities market.

2.2

Wharf and Trestle Throughput Capacity

The permitted wharf, and its capacity for bulk carrier vessel calls, limits the throughput of the
Terminal. Based on the maximum annual number of vessel calls that can be accommodated by
the wharf, PI Terminals conducted an engineering analysis to determine the associated storage
capacity and materials handling facilities that would be required to accommodate the wharf
capacity. The wharf length of approximately 3,000 feet incorporated in the current Shoreline
Substantial Development Permit provides berthing capacity for two Capesize vessels and one
vessel of shorter length (Panamax or Handymax). Capesize and other large vessels are used to
transport dry bulk commodities internationally because of the fuel savings achieved by larger
11

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Projections to 2021 (Feb. 2012) available at
http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/273327/oce121c_1_.pdf
Id.
13
Id.
14
Id.
15
Rain CII Heat Recover Project for Power Production (Aug. 17, 2011), available at http://www.raincii.com/news/
12
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vessels over the relatively long distances traveled. 16 As a result of this economy-of-scale, the
average size of the bulk commodity fleet has grown steadily from an average of approximately
43,500 deadweight tons (dwt) 17 in 1990, to an average of about 64,400 deadweight tons in
2012. 18 This increase resulted from the deployment of Capesize vessels into the international
fleet with new vessels often over 80,000 dwt. In the past 5 years, more than 620 Capesize
vessels over 150,000 dwt have been delivered. 19 There is a clear trend towards the use of larger
vessels for shipment of bulk commodities in international trade.
Although PI Terminals does not have detailed information about the costs of operating specific
vessels, charter rates are available. Charter rates fluctuate based on demand and location and
they also reflect the economies of scale provided by larger vessels. The five-year average rates
for January 2008 through 2013, based on the Baltic Dry Index for bulk cargo vessels in the
Pacific Ocean, show that the daily charter rate for a Capesize vessel is only 27 percent higher
than the daily rate for a Panamax vessel, even though a Capesize vessel has 50 to 300 percent
greater capacity than a Panamax vessel. 20
PI Terminals expects that Capesize and Panamax bulk carriers will carry the majority of cargo
from the Terminal. Some smaller Handymax vessels, commonly used to transport the covered
storage commodities which are transported in smaller volumes, may also be used by commodity
shippers. However, the number of these vessels that will call at the Terminal is difficult to
estimate when compared to the trade for larger volume cargos such as coal.
With the assessment of the types of vessels likely to be used by commodity shippers, PI
Terminals modeled the throughput that can be accommodated at the permitted wharf. The
modeling considered the complete cycle time for berthing, loading, and departure of vessels and
is based on a 70 percent berth utilization rate which considers the requirements for
operational/weather restrictions and wharf and equipment maintenance. A propriety facility
simulation model showed that a 70 percent berth utilization rate would allow an annual
throughput of approximately 54 million tons, separated between 6 million tons of closed storage
commodities and 48 million tons of open storage commodities. Accordingly, PI Terminals
designed the Terminal to have the type and area of storage facilities and the materials handling
equipment sufficient to process this throughput.

16

“[E]conomies of scale have pushed for larger ship sizes to service transportation demand. For ship owners, the rationale for larger ships
implies reduced crew, fuel, berthing, insurance and maintenance costs. . . . [T]he largest dry bulk carriers are around 350,000 dwt (dominant
size between 100,000 and 150,000 dwt). The only remaining constraints in ship size are now the capacity of ports, harbors and canals to
accommodate them.” Jean-Paul Rodrigue, The Geography of Transport Systems (2013) available at
http://people.hofstra.edu/geotrans/eng/ch3en/conc3en/ch3c4en.html
17
Deadweight tonnage (dwt) is the combined weight of cargo, fuel, ballast, fresh water, provisions and crew
18
Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics, Shipping Statistics and Market Review (2012).
19
Id.
20
Available at http://www.dryships.com/pages/report.asp. Cape size vessels exhibit a wider range of capacity than Panamax vessels.
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2.3

Smaller Project Configurations Should Not Be Considered as Alternatives

In previous discussions with regulatory agencies, the suggestion has sometimes been made that a
smaller capacity terminal be considered as an alternative to the proposed project. A smaller
terminal would not satisfy PI Terminals’ objectives which include serving the international
commodities export market at a level that fully utilizes the wharf configuration already permitted
by Whatcom County and existing and anticipated demand for commodity exports as represented
by customer agreements already in place. A project alternative with reduced throughput should
not be considered in detail for a number of reasons based on the implementing regulations of
both NEPA and SEPA.
NEPA
The law is clear that “the Corps has a duty to take into account the objectives of the applicant’s
project” in evaluating alternatives to the project proposal 21. In fact, “it would be bizarre if the
Corps were to ignore the purpose for which the applicant seeks a permit and to substitute a
purpose it deems more suitable.” 22 The choice of alternatives is bounded by feasibility and an
agency is not required to consider speculative alternatives, or alternatives that extend beyond
those reasonably related to the purpose of the project 23. For most private applicants, the size and
scale of a project is an important part of the project objective. It is appropriate for the Corps to
define the project purpose in a reasonable manner by reference to the proposed size and scale of
the project, so long as “the project purpose is not defined in an overly narrow manner as a
pretense for excluding other alternatives or artificially constraining the Corps’ alternatives
analysis 24.” In this connection, the Corps’ role is to determine whether the Applicant’s purpose is
“legitimate and reasonable.” 25 The market data discussed above confirms that PI Terminals’
objective is both legitimate and reasonable. Given that data, the Corps “is not entitled to reject
[an applicant’s] genuine and legitimate conclusion that the type of [project] it wishes to construct
is economically advantageous.” 26
It is worth noting that the Corps’ decisions to define the project purpose in a way that takes into
account the size and scale of the applicant’s proposal have been affirmed in a number of court
challenges. For example in Hillsdale Environmental Loss Prevention, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corp of
Engineers, the court affirmed the Corps’ decision to reject alternatives that did not meet the
applicant’s criterion of having at least 300 to 400 acres to accommodate ten 8,000-foot long rail
tracks 27 to accommodate a project’s financial and cost considerations 28; and in Sierra Club v. Van
21

Sylvester v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 882 F.2d 407, 409 (9th Cir. 1989).
Louisiana Wildlife Federation, Inc. v. York, 761 F.2d 1044, 1048 (5th Cir. 1985).
23
Westlands Water Dist. V. U.S. Dept. of Interior. 376 F. 3d 853,868 (9th Cir. 2004)
24
Great Rivers Habitat Alliance v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 437 F. Supp. 2d 1019, 1027 (E.D. Mo. 2006). See also Carmel-by-the-Sea v.
U.S. Dept. of Transp.. 123 F.3d 1142.1155 (9th Cir. 1997)(“stated goal of a project necessarily dictates the range of ‘reasonable’ alternatives and
an agency cannot define its objectives in unreasonably narrow terms.”)
25
Carmel-by-the Sea. 123 F. 3d at 1155.1157: Florida Clean Water Network, Inc. v. Grosskruger, 587 F. Supp. 2d 1236, 1246-47 (M.D. Fl.
2008).
26
Sylvester, 882 F.2d at 409.; accord Hillsdale Envtl. Loss Prevention, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 702 F.3d 1156, 1170 (10th Cir.
2012)
27
Hillsdale Envtl. Loss Prevention, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 702 F.3d 1156, 1170 (10th Cir. 2012)
22
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Antwerp, the court affirmed the Corps’ decision to define the proposed project purpose to
construct a shopping mall, including a larger than typical parking area, based on the applicant’s
reasonable business rationale 29. In National Wildlife Federation versus Souza, the court affirmed
the Corps’ acceptance of applicant’s purpose to construct an economically upscale community
with two 18-hole golf courses, without considering smaller alternatives that would have included
only one golf course 30. In Florida Clean Water Network v. Grosskruger the court affirmed the
Corps’ acceptance of applicant’s objective to construct an 8,400-foot runway capable of
accommodating international charter operations, even though opinions differed about whether
the airport would serve international charter carriers 31 In Great Rivers Habitat Alliance v. U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers the court affirmed Corps’ decision accepting applicant’s objective of
developing a mixed-use commercial area on a 1,200 to 1,400 acre site with 500 to 800 acres of
usable space to develop because the applicant’s objective was reasonably supported by growth
projections and studies showing future market for commercial space 32. As described here, the
courts have supported the Corps’ decisions upholding the definition of a project purpose.
SEPA
The EIS for a private project is only required to consider the no-action alternative and other
“reasonable” alternatives for achieving the proposal’s objectives at the same site 33. “Reasonable
alternatives” are defined under SEPA as actions that “could feasibly attain or approximate a
proposal’s objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or decreased level of environmental
degradation” . 34
SEPA does not require that every remote and speculative alternative to an action be included in
the EIS; rather, the adequacy of the EIS and its alternatives analysis is judged by the rule of
reason as found in Solid Waste Alternative Proponents (SWAP) v. Okanogan County35. In
SWAP and Concerned Taxpayers v. State of Washington 36 the courts have upheld the exclusion
of alternatives that would not have attained the project’s objectives and thus were not
“reasonable.” Washington courts have been deferential in their interpretation of the range of
alternatives reasonably required under SEPA; generally, so long as the alternatives are
representative of the range of choices and facilitate an “intelligent” comparative evaluation, the

28
Id. at 1171 (“the Corps is entitled to accept a project applicant's criteria based on information the applicant submits”) (citing River Road
Alliance, Inc. v. Corps of Eng'rs of U.S. Army, 764 F.2d 445, 452-53 (7th Cir.1985) ("The Corps is not a business consulting firm. It is in no
position to conduct ... a study that would have to ... evaluate … business needs....).) See also Friends of Southeast's Future v. Morrison, 153 F. 3d
1059 1066 (9th Cir. 1998) (upholding purpose and need defined in terms of meeting specific market demand of defined quantity of board feet of
lumber); City of Angoon v. Hodel, 803 F. 2d 1016, 1021 (9th Cir. 1986) (affirming purpose and need statement that defined project purposes in
terms of cost effective operations of commercial timber harvest).
29
Sierra Club v. Van Antwerp. 661 F. 3d 11147 (D.C. Cir. 2012)
30
National Wildlife Federation v. Souza. 2009 WL 3667070 (S.D. Fla. Oct. 23, 2009)
31
Florida Clean Water Network, Inc. v. Grosskruger. 587 F. Supp. 2d 1236 (M.D. Fl. 2008.. (587 F. Supp. 2d 1236)
32
Great Rivers Habitat Alliance v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 437 F. Supp. 2d 1019 (E.D. Mo. 2006)
33
WAC 197-11-440(5)(d).
34
WAC 197-11-440(5)(b).
35
Solid Waste Alternative Proponents v. Okanogan County. 66 Wn. App. 439, 445, 832 P.2d 503 (1992).
36
Concerned Taxpayers Opposed (CTO)to the Modified Midsouth Sequim Bybass v. State of Washington Dept. of Transportation, 90 Wn. App.
225, 941 P.2d 812 (1998).
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analysis will be sufficient as described in a leading treatise on the topic, Richard L. Settle, The
Washington State Environmental Policy Act: A Legal and Policy Analysis. 37

2.4

Current Status of Terminal Throughput Contracts

At this date, commodity owners have executed contracts reserving more than 75 percent of the
54 million metric tons annual capacity of the proposed Terminal. These contracts anticipate that
this capacity will be available at the initial operation of the Terminal.
Given the commodity shippers response to the availability of terminal capacity in the Pacific
Northwest, PI Terminals now anticipates that all available capacity of the Terminal will be under
contract when the terminal begins operation. The willingness of commodity shippers to reserve
bulk commodity terminal capacity can be viewed as a clear demonstration of the confidence they
have in the future market.

37
Richard L. Settle, The Washington State Environmental Policy Act: A Legal and Policy Analysis § 14.01(2)(b) at 14-62-62.1 (2011). See also
WAC 192-11-440(5)(c) (EIS should “Devote sufficiently detailed analysis to each reasonable alternative to permit a comparative evaluation of
the alternatives including the proposed action.”).
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3.0

Site Layout Design Criteria

The project facilities necessary to achieve terminal throughput of 48 million metric tons per year
open storage and 6 million metric tons per year closed storage consist of five major systems
including the rail delivery system, commodity storage, materials handling, wharf and
shiploading, and support facilities. The minimum site layout criteria for each of these systems as
they relate to site layout are described in the following sections. The specific technologies
described represent the most advanced commercially viable systems available that also provide
worker safety and environmental protection and are cost effective to construct and operate.

3.1

Rail Delivery System

Bulk commodities of the type to be transshipped at the Terminal are moved from their source by
rail using unit trains, then overseas by deep draft bulk carrier. Therefore the proposed Terminal
must be interconnected to a Class 1 mainline rail network capable of handling unit trains 38. This
includes the BNSF Railway Company (BNSF) rail network and the BNSF Custer Spur which
would deliver unit trains to the Terminal site. The rail delivery system within the Terminal has
two primary components, the on-site track layout and the unloading facilities.
3.1.1

On-site Track Layout

BNSF will be responsible for providing all rail facilities to accommodate unit trains arriving at
the Terminal. PI Terminals will be responsible for all rail facilities within the project property.
The point of transition in these responsibilities is the Terminal site boundary. PI Terminals has
agreed to design all on-site rail facilities to meet BNSF engineering and operating requirements.
Those requirements that are pertinent to site layout are included in the site layout criteria listed
below.
The site layout criteria for the rail delivery system will include the following:
•

The capabilities to receive, unload, and prepare for departure, unit trains that have a
maximum length of approximately 8,500 feet.

•

Rail sidings capable of simultaneous delivery of commodities to both the open and closed
storage areas.

•

An 8,500-foot long uninterrupted track segment must precede and follow each railcar dumper
facility to provide for staging/preparation of trains prior to and after dumping.

•

All on site rail must meet BNSF’s industrial track guidelines of less than 0.5 percent grade.

•

PI Terminal’s project design criteria provide that the 8,500–foot long entrance and exit track
to each dumper may not exceed 0.3 percent grade to support operation of a railcar indexer.

38

A unit train is defined as a train which is comprised of a single type of car. Unit trains originate at the commodity’s source travel to a
destination for off-loading then return to the originating location generally without train reconfiguration.
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•

A 1200-foot long repair-in-place track must be included onsite for railcar repair.

•

Track turn radius may not exceed 7 degrees 30 minutes radius.

•

All pairs of adjacent parallel tracks must include a 12-foot wide access road between them.

3.1.2

Railcar Unloading Facilities

The individual railcars that comprise each unit train arriving at the Terminal must be unloaded
and the commodities moved to the storage areas. This requires:
•

Three railcar unloading facilities: two with rotary dumpers serving open storage; and one
with a bottom dumper serving closed storage.

•

Each railcar dumper must empty two railcars at a time.

•

Each railcar dumper is installed within a facility enclosure of approximately 135feet x 60 feet
that contains the dumper, enclosure air quality handling equipment, and interconnection to
materials handling conveyors.

•

Each unloading facility requires a rail indexer located on the inbound track with a footprint
of approximately 150 feet x 40 feet.

•

Railcar scales must be located as part of the rail track before and after each unloading
facility.

•

An empty railcar washing facility must be located as part of the rail track after each
unloading facility.

•

Particulate control equipment (bag houses) to support each unloading facility requires up to
approximately 76 feet x 60 feet. These can be combined or sited separately.

Railcar Dumper System-Rotary Dumper
Two tandem railcar rotary dumpers (Figure 3-1) are used to unload railcars delivering coal. The
nominal discharge rate of the train is 7,000 tons per hour, which allows, for example, unloading
of a train of 150 railcars in less than 4 hours.
For coal, the railcar dumper discharges into two receiving hoppers. Each receiving hopper is
capable of holding the volume of three railcars, which helps to prevent the hoppers from
emptying during operation and promoting consistent material flow and reducing maintenance.
Location of the unloading facility must take into consideration that the hopper and the beginning
of the inloading conveyor require approximately 70 feet of clearance below the rail track
elevation.
At the bottom of each of receiving hopper is a 120-inch wide inloading conveyor to regulate the
flow of material from the railcars onto the inloading belt conveyor. The two belt feeders
discharge coal into a common transfer chute at the tail end of the inloading conveyor, which
transfers the coal up an inclined tunnel to the first transfer tower.
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Figure 3-1: Tandem Rotary Railcar Dumper

The railcar dumper is in an enclosed building to enable operation of dust control equipment.
Figure 3-2 shows a cross-section of a railcar dumper and connection to the transfer conveyor.

Figure 3-2: Cross Section View of Open Storage Railcar Unloading Facility
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Railcar Dumping System – Bottom Dumper
Commodities to be stored in the closed storage area such as potash, grain and calcined coke will
be delivered to the Terminal in unit trains with covered bottom-dumping hopper cars. They will
be unloaded in a third unloading facility designed for bottom dumping.
Product is discharged from the hopper cars by opening the gates at the bottom of the hoppers and
allowing the product to discharge, as the cars are pulled over a dumper pit. The bottom dump pit
arrangement is similar to the rotary dumper with the exception that the railcars are not unloaded
with a rotary dumper. The bottom dumper pit also has two receiving hoppers that are capable of
holding the volume of three railcars. The unloaded product is transported from the dumper pit to
the covered storage area by a conveyor system. The covered storage unloading facility must also
be in an enclosed building and include similar materials handling and conveyance facilities as the
uncovered storage dumper facilities.

3.2

Closed and Open Storage Capacity

Required commodity storage capacity is based on industry standard estimates of 6 to 8 percent of
annual throughput. This storage capacity range considers storage retention time, unloading and
loading rates, segregation of customer commodity consignments and the number of storage
customers that may be accommodated at any one time. PI Terminals determined that the
following storage requirements are the minimum for the proposed Terminal to operate at a
throughput capacity of 54 million metric tons per year:
•

Open Storage – 2.75 million metric tons (6 percent of 48 million metric ton annual
throughput).

•

Closed Storage – 440,000 metric tons (7 percent of 6 million metric ton annual throughput).

PI Terminals does not plan to operate below the industry minimum of 6 percent of throughput for
the open storage. Lower storage volumes in relation to throughput would restrict the overall
operational flexibility of the Terminal because it would require shorter commodity storage times
for customers or restrict the number of customers that could store commodities during
transshipment.
3.2.1

Open Storage Configuration

Criteria for Open Storage Area include:
•

Flat surface area for commodity storage, stacking and reclaiming equipment, inloading and
outloading conveyors and coal pile runoff water management– 2,900 feet x 1,600 feet (107
acres).

Open stockpiles are the most widely adopted type of storage for commodities that do not require
protection from the weather and also have very large annual throughputs. Commodities that are
commonly stored in the open stockpiles include coal and iron ore, and to a lesser extent sulfur.
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Figure 3-3: Stacker/Reclaimer

Storage stockpiles are formed and maintained by rail-mounted bucket-wheel stacker/reclaimers
(Figure 3-3) that are supplied by an inloading stockyard conveyor belt. This is the industry
standard for effectiveness and efficiency. The stacker/reclaimer moves along its dedicated rail
line and stacks a continuous stockpile row. The stacker/reclaimer also has a bucket-wheel which
is used to recover (reclaim) material from a stockpile and place it on an outloading conveyor,
which then transports it to the wharf for shiploading.
Because of the swing-arm configuration of the stacker/reclaimer, material at the margins of the
stockpile must be worked using mobile equipment, such as bulldozers or front-end loaders,
taking the commodity from the live storage piles and creating separate piles. To reclaim these
piles, mobile equipment would push the commodity to where the reclaimer can reach it.
The storage area must also accommodate the need for physical segregation between different
grades of the same product, and between different customers. The open stockyard design also
considers providing access for mobile equipment circulation (front end loaders, dozers, etc.) and
fog spray systems for dust control.
Multiple grades of coal may be handled at the Terminal simultaneously, but the number of
physical separations between these grades will diminish the storage capacity of the stockyard.
During the stockpiling operation, separate piles will be formed accordingly.
A total of three double-width stockpile rows are formed between the stacker/reclaimers and two
single-width stockpile rows along the outer sides (Figure 3-4), providing a total storage capacity
of approximately 2.75 million tons. This amount of storage would require a 2,200-foot long by
1600-foot wide footprint, or approximately 80 acres.
April 18, 2014
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Figure 3-4: Stockyard Cross Section View

3.2.2

Closed Storage

Closed storage is used for commodities that must be protected from the weather. Such
commodities could include potash, agricultural products, calcined coke, and mineral
concentrates, to name a few. Flat and vertical closed storage facilities are proposed with a
combined storage capacity of 440,461 metric tons, or 7 percent of the expected 6 million ton
annual throughput for these types of commodities.
Flat storage facilities would include two wood-constructed A-frame buildings to contain
commodity stockpiles and provide protection against the weather. Figure 3-5 shows a wood Aframe building under construction as an example of what the structures look like. The stacking
and reclaiming equipment operates within the building. The building would store up to 360,000
metric tons of commodities and would cover approximately 17 acres.
Agricultural products and calcined coke are commonly stored in vertical storage silos,
constructed in a row adjacent to each other (Figure 3-6 shows a representative configuration –
six solos are proposed). The storage silos are cylindrical structures constructed of concrete.
Multiple silos are required for segregation of commodities by type and customer, with a total
capacity of 81,000 metric tons. The currently proposed project includes six adjacent silos – each
100 feet in diameter by 180 feet high. Approximately four acres are required for the silos.

3.3

Materials Handling

High speed belt conveyors move the bulk commodities between unit train unloading, storage and
shiploading facilities.
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Figure 3-5: A-frame Storage Building under Construction

Figure 3-6: Concrete Storage Silos

The individual conveyor systems required and their specifications include:
•

Conveyors from the rail unloading facility to the open storage would operate with 120- inchwide belts. All other conveyors would operate with 96 inch-wide belts at approximately
1,000 feet per minute and transfer 10,000 tons of material per hour. Conveyors and
maintenance access roadways require an approximately 46-foot wide route for each conveyor
line.

•

One conveyor from each railcar dumper to its associated storage area (closed or open
storage) and an inloading conveyor serving the storage area.

•

Three outloading conveyors, one serving each of the three shiploaders are required. One
outloading conveyor delivers commodities from the closed storage area to the wharf and
shiploading facilities, while two outloading conveyors deliver commodity from the open
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storage area. The Closed storage area conveyor services both the A-frame building and silo
storage. Outloading conveyors must be configured so that all can be operated at the same
time.
•

All conveyors must be enclosed on at least three sides (covered). Conveyors over on the
trestle and wharf are enclosed on four sides, i.e., they are fully enclosed in a structure much
like a linear building.

•

At each intersection in the conveyor systems (changes in direction) a transfer tower is
required. The number of transfer towers along conveyors is minimized and towers are fully
enclosed. Transfer towers require an approximately 40-foot x 40-foot footprint.

•

Transfer towers located at conveyor intersections must consider required conveyor elevation
changes.

•

Access to each transfer tower must be provided for inspection and maintenance.

3.3.1

Stockpiling and Reclaiming – Open Storage

Four bucket wheel type stacker/reclaimers (Figure 3-7) are required for operation of the open
storage facility. Each stacker/reclaimer will have a 167-foot long articulated boom that can
move vertically and horizontally. The boom and housing is able to moves on a pivot through
220 degrees. Each stacker/reclaimer would be rail mounted and move between two stockpiles.
The stacker/reclaimers provide 7,000 tons/hour of stacking capacity and 10,000 tons per hour of
reclaim capacity. They can stack and reclaim coal from the stockpiles on both sides of the
stockyard conveyor.
The stacker/reclaimer has a conveyor which carries material to the end of the boom for discharge
(for stacking) or be reversed and fed by the bucket wheel to carry material from the stockpile
during reclaiming. Further the conveyor arrangement has the ability to direct the material flow
onto the boom conveyor or simply bypass the stacker/reclaimer and directly load a vessel.

Figure 3-7: Bucket Wheel Type Stacker/Reclaimer
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A single bucket wheel stacker/reclaimer cannot perform both operations simultaneously. This
means that if one stacker/reclaimer stacks coal onto the stockyard, reclaiming for shiploading
must be performed by a second stacker/reclaimer. Thus coordination between train
unloading/stacking and shiploading/reclaiming is a necessary part of stockpile management.
3.3.2 Stockpiling and Reclaiming – Closed Storage
A-frame structures with open spans and silos are proposed for the closed storage. Stacking and
reclaiming equipment for open span A-frames would include an overhead conveyor and traveling
tripper to discharge dry bulk commodity from the inloading conveyor to storage stockpile within
the structure. The commodity is recovered through a centerline tunnel enclosing a belt conveyor.
Material is typically loaded to the belt conveyor using a rotary plow.
Commodities to be stored in the silos is received on a belt conveyor and loaded into the silo from
the top. To reclaim material a tunnel complete with a belt conveyor is constructed under each
silo. Openings with gates and feeders are installed in the bottom of the silo for transferring
material to an outloading conveyor.

3.4

Wharf and Shiploading

3.4.1

General

The wharf and trestle design criteria include the following:
•

Wharf and Trestle
− Approximately 3000-foot-long by 105-foot-wide wharf for simultaneous berthing
of three vessels.
− The minimum water depth necessary to accommodate a 250,000 dwt design
vessel is 72 feet (67-foot maximum ship draft plus 5-foot under keel clearance)
adjacent to the wharf, and extending out from the wharf no less than 10,000 feet
to allow for ship maneuvering onto and off of the wharf.
− Navigation channel of 72-foot depth or greater from the wharf maneuvering area
to a deep water shipping channel.
− Wharf must include one shiploader and associated conveyor system per berth.
Each shiploader must interconnect to a separate conveyor system to allow for
simultaneous shiploading at all three berths.

Access trestle between the wharf and the shoreline is no less than 50 feet wide to accommodate 3
enclosed materials handling conveyors and vehicle traffic.
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3.4.2

Berthing Configuration

The maximum draft of the vessels using each berth is governed by the shallowest water depth
along the berth face (Table 3-1). According to the Permanent International Association of
Navigation Congresses (PIANC), the maximum draft of vessels shall not be larger than the water
depth divided by 1.15. This formula is used to ensure sufficient under keel clearance due to ship
motions and squat.
Table 3-1: Vessel Berth Maximum Vessel Accommodations
Berth 1

Berth 2

Berth 3

Shallowest water depth along berth face (feet)

85.0

73.0

59.0

Berth length (feet)

1,137

1,227

636

Vessel maximum draft (feet)

73.9

63.5

51.3

250,000

230,000

125,000

Maximum vessel (dwt)
Note: Berth 1 is the northwestern-most berth

3.4.3

Shiploading System

Open Storage Commodities – Coal
The shiploading system for coal includes a covered outfeed transfer conveyor, a material surge
bin, an enclosed trestle conveyor 39, an enclosed wharf conveyor and the shiploader itself. The
coal loaded into ships is normally expected to come from the open storage area stockpile, but
may occasionally come directly from the unloading facility to the wharf to be loaded onto a ship.
Like the yard conveyors, all conveyors for shiploading are 96 inch wide, running at
approximately 1,000 feet per minute with a design capacity of 10,000 tons per hour.
The reclaim of coal from the stockyard runs from the transfer tower at the southwest end of the
stockyard onto a covered outfeed transfer conveyor to elevate it to the top of the surge bin.
The surge bin allows the outfeed conveyor to continue running when the shiploader must be
repositioned during vessel loading.
From the surge bin a trestle conveyor runs inside an elevated, enclosed gallery which in turn
deposits cargo onto the wharf conveyor that feeds the shiploader.
Coal is transferred to the shiploader boom from the wharf conveyor (running parallel to and
elevated above the wharf).

39
All material conveyors installed over water would be fully enclosed; conveyors on land will be covered on three sides. The trestle conveyor
will primarily be over water and will be enclosed.
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Figure 3-8: Shiploader with Cascade Chute

Closed Storage Commodities
The Terminal will have a separate shiploading system for closed storage commodities. It
includes an outloading transfer tower (which is designed to collect cargo from any of the reclaim
conveyors from either the uncovered or covered storage), an offloading conveyer, a trestle
conveyor, a wharf conveyor, and a shiploader.
3.4.4

Shiploader

The shiploader includes a boom with an enclosed conveyor to reach out over the ship and a
shuttling head that can move back and forth to facilitate efficient loading (Figure 3-8). The
range of travel is such that the loader can reach all corners of all hatches on the vessel without
requiring the ship to move along the wharf. Shiploaders would be capable of loading dry bulk
vessels between 50,000 and 250,000 dwt.

3.5

Support Facilities

The following support facilities must be provided:
•

Administration Building – 7,200 square feet not including access for exterior maintenance
and parking.

•

Maintenance Building – 15,000 square feet not including access for exterior maintenance and
parking.
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•

Service Building (Longshoremen’s services) – 3600 square feet.

•

Site Access and Security Gatehouse – 250 square feet.

•

Electrical Substations – main substation 35,000 square feet; four auxiliary substations (one at
16,000 square feet and three at 4,000 square feet each.

•

Sanitary water treatment facilities based on shift usage of 80 person workforce.

•

Potable water production plant.

•

Facilities to manage stormwater runoff in compliance with local and state regulations. The
area required depends on facility configuration; the currently proposed project includes 27
acres of stormwater facilities.

•

Service roads to each facility – 12-30 feet wide (including shoulder).

3.5.1

Water Supply and Distribution

Whatcom County Public Utility District No. 1 (PUD) will provide industrial water to the
Terminal via an existing 2 inch diameter industrial water main line. Potable water will be made
on-site by a small treatment facility. Industrial and potable water use for the terminal is
estimated to be 1.2 million gallons per day.
3.5.2

Water Quality Treatment

The following treatment devices will be employed to a protect water quality standards:
•

In-line oil water separators with oil stop valves – Runoff from paved parking lot areas,
fuelling station area and transformer containment areas will be routed through in-line oil
water separators with oil stop valves.

•

Transfer tower containment areas – At the base of all transfer towers, there will be a
containment area to capture sediment-laden discharge from the tower dust suppression
fogging systems. The discharge will be allowed to settle in a sump prior to being pumped to
an industrial treatment pond. All containment areas are to be vehicle accessible, allowing for
sludge cleanout using a small front-end loader.

•

Industrial treatment ponds – A series of industrial treatment ponds will be constructed near
the open storage areas to provide a means for trapping and settling out coal dust/particles
during project operation. The design particle for settlement within a treatment pond is a
0.001 inch diameter coal particle with a density of 87.4 lb./cubic feet.

•

Treatment ponds will have a series of intermittent dikes which attenuate the flow to further
enhance the ponds capability of settling out coal particles. If during operation there is a
preference to introduce flocculation and coagulation dosing, the dikes provide a means to
segregate the water, allowing for a more concentrated dosing to a lesser volume of water.
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•

The minor flow maximum discharge rate shall be less than the two-year pre-development
flow for the area tributary to each of the ponds. The pond outlet control and the emergency
spillway shall be designed for the “1 in 100 years” design flow. The ponds will discharge to
the existing watercourses or to the wetland areas using exfiltration berms in accordance with
environmental preferences, ideally, to restore or achieve near-natural flows.

3.5.4

Roads and Parking

Roadways and parking areas are designed to meet the design criteria shown in Table 3-2. These
criteria comply with Whatcom County development standards.
Roadways will be designed to meet the following geometric design criteria.
Table 3-2: Roadway Design Criteria
Road Type

Criteria

Secondary Access

18’ Wide Service Road

12’ Wide Service Road

Maximum Grade (percent)

8

10

10

Minimum Inside Radius
(feet)

30

30

30

30
(2-way, 2-lane, with
shoulders)

18
(2-way, 1-lane, with
shoulders)

12
(1-way, 1-lane, no
shoulders)

Paved Lane Width (feet)

12

12

12

Shoulder Width (feet)

3

3

-

Minimum Vertical
Clearance (feet)

18

18

18

Cross Slope (percent)

3

3

3

Corridor Width (feet)

3.6

Wetlands and Streams, Cultural Resources, and Public Access

Facilities should be located and configured to minimize to the extent possible direct or indirect
impacts to wetlands, streams and cultural resources. As part of developing site layout
alternatives the following avoidance or minimization criteria were observed to protect Waters of
the United States as described in Section 404(b)(1) of the CWA, and cultural resources subject to
consultation under the National Historic Preservation Act.
•

Locate project facilities to avoid, to the degree possible, filling wetlands and streams or
encroaching on the boundaries or margins of wetlands or streams. Where impacts cannot be
avoided, locate facilities in areas with lower wetland or stream functions.

•

Locate project faculties to avoid known cultural sites.

•

Provide public access to the shoreline.
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3.6.1

Avoid Waters of the United States

Mapped jurisdictional wetlands currently cover 609 acres or approximately 40 percent of the site.
In addition, approximately 52,176 feet of stream channel and 47,134 feet of drainage ditch are on
the site or adjacent to public roadways that bisect the site. 40 Regulations implementing Section
404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act charge the USACE with determining if there are any
alternatives to the proposed project that offer fewer impacts to Waters of the United States while
at the same time not increasing other potential impacts to the environment. When developing
alternative site layouts, PI Terminals sought in each case to develop layouts that reduced
disturbance (primarily filling) to wetlands, streams and drainage ditches. Site layouts that
increased impacts to Waters of the United States above the degree of disturbance resulting from
the currently proposed project were not considered.
3.6.2

Avoid Known Cultural Sites

The project area is currently known to have three prehistoric sites and several historic sites. The
currently permitted 41 location of the trestle spans is elevated and passes over, but does not
directly disturb Site 45WH1. PI Terminals sought in each case to develop layouts that avoided
any direct disturbance to cultural sites. Site layouts that increased disturbance to cultural sites
compared to the currently proposed project were not considered.
3.6.3

Public Access to Shoreline

The 1999 Settlement Agreement associated with the current Shoreline Substantial Development
Permit for the Project includes a provision that shoreline access be provided to the public.
Access to the shoreline is currently available via Gulf Road. For all site layouts, some onsite
roads are proposed to be vacated to accommodate project facilities including Gulf Road.
Specific road vacations may require some additional or modified onsite roadway to provide
public access to the shoreline.

40
AMEC Earth and Environment, Inc. (AMEC). 2008. Wetland Determination and Delineation – Gateway Pacific Terminal Property, Whatcom
County, Washington. Prepared for Pacific International Terminals, Inc., Seattle. AMEC, Kirkland, WA. and AMEC Environment and
Infrastructure, Inc. (AMEC). 2013. Wetland Determination and Delineation – Parcel 15 Property. Prepared for Pacific International Terminals,
Inc., Seattle. AMEC, Bothell, WA.
41
The trestle and wharf were permitted by Whatcom County and the permit subsequently reviewed by the Shoreline Hearings Board. The trestle
and wharf have not been previously permitted by the USACE under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act or under Sections 404 and 401
of the Clean Water Act.
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4.0

Alternative Site Layouts

The Terminal project area initially comprised approximately 1,200 acres when the project permit
applications were filed in 2012. The addition of Parcel 15 into the overall project area increased
the available acreage by approximately 353 acres or 25 percent to approximately 1,500 acres.
The increased area provided an opportunity to reconfigure the site layout and reduce the total
direct effect of facility location on wetlands and streams.

4.1

Layout Alternatives

Using the project requirements and site configuration criteria given in Sections 3.0, PI Terminals
initially developed and evaluated three alternative site layouts that used site resources and the
land area efficiently. These layouts, Alternatives A, B and C were then evaluated with respect to
engineering/logistics, cost and other environmental factors, and compared to the site layout for
the currently proposed project. This evaluation led to development of a second alternative layout
for Alternative A and five additional layouts for Alternative C. All nine alternative layouts were
then subjected to a more rigorous engineering and environmental analysis. The result of that
analysis found that Alternative C2 both reduces environmental impacts and reduces project costs
when compared to the currently- proposed project layout.
The currently proposed project layout (Figure 4-1) has two rail loops, the “East Loop” and the
“West Loop” with commodity storage located inside the loops. The alternative site layouts all
contain the same component facilities as the currently proposed project (e.g. on-site rail, rail
unloading facilities, open and closed storage, materials conveyors, support facilities, trestle and
wharf, roadways and utilities). The configuration of the individual facilities and their operating
capacities remain the same in all alternatives.
Three initial layout alternatives were developed. They included the following major changes
from the currently proposed project:
•

Alternative A (Figure 4-2) – The stand-alone West Loop rail is eliminated and an additional
track is added to the East Loop. The closed storage area is reconfigured and relocated
adjacent to the East Loop rail.

•

Alterative B (Figure 4-4) – The East Loop rail is eliminated and additional rail is added to the
West Loop rail which is relocated southward. The closed and open storage areas are
connected to the rail dumper buildings by conveyors that cross Stream 1. The closed storage
facility is relocated south of the open storage area. The trestle is relocated to the east but the
wharf location remains unchanged.

•

Alterative C (Figure 4-5) – The East and West Loops are eliminated and replaced with a
compact “Figure-8” rail loop configuration. The open and closed storage areas are located
southwest of the rail loop.
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An alternative was not developed that placed the rail loop on Parcel 15 because the topographic
change on this portion of the site would have required significant grading and enlarged rail berm
footprint to maintain the rail grade criteria. This in turn would have reduced the area available
for onsite wetland mitigation and have impacted Stream 2.
While evaluating the three basic site layouts, an additional alternative derived from Alternative
A, called A1, and five additional alternatives derived from Alternative C, called C1 through C5
were developed. Figure 4-3 shows Alternative A1 and Figures 4-6 thought 4-10 show
Alternatives C1 through C5. Detailed site layout plans for each alternative can be found in
Appendix A.
4.1.1

Alternatives A and A1

General Configuration
See Figures 4-2 and 4-3. In Alternatives A and A1, the West Loop rail and closed storage on the
west side of Stream 1 are relocated and combined with the East Loop facilities. This eliminated
rail and storage facilities west of Stream 1. The closed storage area reconfigured (two building
arrangement) and relocated to a position southwest of the rail loop area. This facility is in a
slightly different location in Alterative A1.
In Alternative A, the outloading conveyor system has been relocated to the east end of the closed
storage area and connects to the trestle. In A1, the trestle has been relocated starting from the
mid-bank along the shoreline at Parcel 15 and connecting to the wharf at its east end, instead of
in the middle of the wharf as in the currently proposed project. The wharf itself has not been
moved.
Railway Layout and Railcar Unloading
To provide required track capacity while eliminating the west loop, an additional track serving
the closed storage area is wrapped around the outside of the East Loop. Alternatives A and A1
both include six inbound tracks and six outbound tracks. The rail berm is wider but has the same
elevation profile as the currently proposed layout, with the elevation of the railcar dumpers
approximately at 150 feet (top of rail). The access underpass through the rail berm has been
extended to accommodate the wider rail berm.
To achieve the minimum train storage length requirement for the inbound and outbound tracks,
the loop is lengthened approximately 200 feet to the north and 25 feet to the west. Each track
meets BNSF’s engineering and operating requirements and provides a minimum of 8,500 feet of
track length to accommodate the overall length of a unit train. Similar to the currently proposed
project, there are two diamond crossings located in the dumper area to allow trains to have
access to the any of the open storage tracks.
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Figure 4-1: Currently Proposed Project Layout

Figure 4-2: Alternative A
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Figure 4-3: Alternative A1

Figure 4-4: Alternative B
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Figure 4-5: Alternative C

Figure 4-6: Alternative C1
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Figure 4-7: Alternative C2

Figure 4-8: Alternative C3
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Figure 4-9: Alternative C4

Figure 4-10: Alternative C5
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The railcar unloading facilities for open storage are relocated slightly to the west and combined
with the facility serving the closed storage area.
Open and Closed Storage Areas
The open storage area is at an elevation of approximately 126 feet with the stacker/reclaimer
berms at approximately 136 feet. The main entry to the open storage area will be through a rail
underpass. The silos in both Alternatives A and A1 have been located near the A-frame
buildings and the open storage area. The building pad for the silos will be set at approximately
100 feet for Alternative A and 85 feet for Alternative A1 with the second A-frame building lying
5 feet lower.
Conveyor System
Conveyors have been repositioned to run from the railcar unloading facility to the revised
location of the storage areas and from storage areas to the trestle location. The inloading
conveyor located outside the rail loop to carry products to the closed storage facilities.
In Alternative A, outloading conveyors will travel westward, crossing Stream 1 to a transfer
tower connected to a set of outloading conveyors that travel south to the trestle and wharf. In
Alternative A1, the outloading conveyors have been relocated to travel south from the storage
facilities, cross Stream 2 and connect to the east end of the wharf.
Trestle
For Alternative A, the trestle remains in the same position as in the currently proposed project.
In Alternative A1, the trestle is relocated to begin at the wharf’s east end and cross the low bluff
on Parcel 15 to connect with the outloading conveyor systems. This configuration reduces the
overall length of outloading conveyors.
Terminal Access
Main access to the Terminal for both Alternatives A and A1 from the land will be via Henry
Road. Due to the outloading conveyor arrangement for Alternative A, a single point of entry is
provided off of Henry Road. A secondary at-grade access is provided to the open storage area.
Public Access
For Alternatives A and A1 placement of the covered storage area would block the existing Gulf
Road beach access. Thus for both alternatives, new public access to the beach is proposed with
parking near the southeast corner of Parcel 15. Roadway access to the parking area is from the
east via Gulf Road.
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4.1.2

Alternative B

General Configuration
See Figure 4-4. In Alternative B, the East Loop rail is eliminated and additional rail capacity is
added to the West Loop, which has also been moved south. The closed storage facilities have
been relocated south of the open storage facilities. A conveyor from the rail unloading facilities
crosses Stream 1 to the storage facilities.
Railway and Railcar Unloading
Only a single inbound track and a single outbound track are needed for Alternative B because
each track is long enough for two train lengths. For Alternative B, the railcar unloading facilities
for both the open and closed storage areas are located along the north end of the rail.
Open and Closed Storage
The open storage area is moved approximately 820 feet to the south. The open storage area is at
approximately elevation 120 feet and the stacker/reclaimer berms are at approximately 130 feet.
In Alternative B, the closed storage area will consist of two, side-by-side, wood construction Aframe buildings and a separate silo storage facility located southwest of the open storage area.
The building pad for the silos is at approximately elevation 90 feet; the elevation of the first Aframe building will be approximately 75 feet and the second A-frame at approximately 95 feet.
Conveyor System
Because the railcar dumpers are located on the western portion of the project area, the inloading
conveyors will travel in a northeast direction from the railcar dumpers, crossing over Stream 1,
to the open and closed storage areas. The distance from the dumpers to the first transfer tower is
approximately 2,100 feet.
From the first transfer tower, conveyors to the open storage continue in a general eastern
direction, while inloading conveyor for the closed storage area turn to run due south to the closed
storage area.
Similar to Alternative A, outloading conveyors will travel westward, crossing Stream 1 to a
transfer tower connected to a set of outloading conveyors that travel south to the trestle and
wharf. In Alternative A1, the outloading conveyors have been relocated so then travel south
from the storage facilities, cross Stream 2 and connect to the east end of the wharf.
Trestle
Similar to Alternative A1, the trestle in Alterative B has been relocated to connect to the east end
of the wharf and comes ashore on Parcel 15 adjacent to the closed storage area.
Terminal Access
The proposed rail alignment for Alternative B would block existing access to the Terminal from
Henry Road. Consequently, a new access road is proposed from the east starting at Kickerville
Road with a new crossing of Stream 2 to reach the Terminal. This new access road crosses the
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BNSF rail tracks at-grade, south of Henry Road. Due to the alternative site entry arrangement,
the administration building, the maintenance building, with their associated parking facilities are
relocated south of Henry Road.
Public Access
In the Alternative B, public access to the Gulf Road Beach would no longer be available.
Alternative public beach access is provided with a new parking lot located near the southeast
corner of Parcel 15. Road access to the parking area is along Gulf Road from the east.
4.1.3

Alternatives C and C1 through C5

General Configuration
See Figures 4-5 through 4-10. Alternative C was developed to evaluate a layout where the onsite
rail system was configured in a single Figure-8 layout and located in the northeastern portion of
the site. This rail configuration along with shifting the location of the storage areas was
developed to reduce impacts to wetlands, while taking advantage of the site’s topography to
minimizing grading. This site layout removes most facilities from the western portion of the
project area and results in both storage areas positioned outside the rail loop.
Table 4-1: Configuration Differences among “C” Alternatives
Alternative

Closed Storage

Trestle

Southwest of open storage

Same as currently
proposed project

C1

Southwest of open storage

East location –
running between
Parcel 15 and east
end of wharf

C2

A-frames: southwest of open storage,
Silos: west of closed storage.

General permitted
location and aligned
to avoid wetlands

C3

A-frames: center of Parcel 15,
Silos: southwest quadrant of intersection
of Gulf Road and Henry Roads.

General permitted
location and aligned
to avoid wetlands

C4

A-frames: in southeast portion of Parcel
15, Silos: on the southwest quadrant of
intersection of Gulf and Henry Roads.

General permitted
location and aligned
to avoid wetlands

C5

A-frames: in southern portion of Parcel 15,
Silos: southwest quadrant at intersection of
Gulf and Henry Roads.

General permitted
location and aligned
to avoid wetlands

C

Alternatives C1 through C5 are all based on the Figure-8 rail configuration and the same open
storage location. The general differences in configuration among the “C” Alternatives are the
location of the closed storage and the trestle which are described on Table 4-1. In summary,
Alternatives C1 evaluates the east trestle location and Alternatives C2 through C5 evaluates four
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alternative locations for the closed storage area and a slightly realigned trestle from that in the
currently proposed project position.
Railway and Railcar Unloading
In all of the “C” Alternatives, the rail capacity of the East and West Rail Loops are combined
into a single Figure-8 rail loop. The loop is located in the north-eastern portion of the site to
minimize wetland and stream impacts and keep grading to a minimum. The Figure-8 rail loop
has five inbound tracks and five outbound tracks.
The railcar unloading facilities for the open storage area are located parallel to each other at the
center of the Figure-8 loop. The topography of the Figure-8 loop elevation is flatter than in the
elevations of rail loops in Alternatives A and B; therefore, the entire track profile grades can be
minimized to be no more than 0.3 percent.
Figure-8 Open Storage
The open storage area is positioned to the southwest of the Figure-8 rail loop in a rectangular
configuration. It has been rotated to lie parallel with the long axis of the adjacent Figure-8 rail
loop. The open storage area lies at approximately elevation 125 feet with the stacker/reclaimer
berms at an elevation of approximately 135 feet.
Closed Storage
The layout configuration for the closed storage in each of the “C” Alternatives is as follows:
•

Alternative C – The closed storage is located southwest of the open storage area (See Figure
4-5). The silos are located on the north side of the A-frame buildings, taking advantage of
the conveyor system layout. The building pad for the silos will be approximately elevation
80 feet. The elevation of the northern A-frame building will be approximately 70 feet and the
south A-frame building at elevation 65 feet.

•

Alternative C1 – The closed storage is located in the same location and configuration as in
Alternative C (see Figure 4-6). The building pad for the silos is at approximately elevation
85 feet while the northern A-frame building will be at approximately elevation 70 feet and
the south A-frame building at approximately elevation 65 feet.

•

Alternative C2 – The A-frame buildings are located as in Alternatives C and C1 (see Figure
4-7). The silos are west of the A-frame buildings near the intersection of Gulf and Henry
Roads. The building pad for the silos will be approximately elevation 73 feet. The elevation
of the north A-frame building will be approximately 70 feet with the south A-frame building
at elevation 90 feet.

•

Alternative C3 – The A-frame buildings are located near the center of Parcel 15 (see Figure
4-8). The elevation of the A-frame buildings will be approximately 140 feet. Silos are
located at the intersection of Gulf and Henry Roads with the building pads at approximately
elevation 76 feet.
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•

Alternative C4 – The A-frame buildings are located in the southeast corner of Parcel 15
adjacent to the property line (see Figure 4-9) with the building pad at approximately
elevation 180 feet. The silos are located at the intersection of Gulf and Henry Roads with
their pad at approximately elevation 76 feet.

•

Alternative C5 – The A-frame buildings are near the southern boundary of Parcel 15 (see
Figure 4-10). The elevation of the A-frame buildings will be set at approximately 160 feet.
Silos are at the intersection of Gulf and Henry.

Conveyor System
Inloading conveyors cross over the Figure-8 rail on overhead structures. The inloading conveyor
system to the closed storage area runs parallel to the southeast end of the open storage area and
connects to the east end of the closed storage area in Alternatives C, C1, and C2. For
Alternatives C3, C4 and C5, commodities are transferred to the A-frame buildings via the
inloading conveyor that extends from the southeast corner transfer tower, across Henry Road and
Stream 2.
In all “C” Alternatives, except Alternative C1, coal reclaimed from the open storage area will be
carried by the yard conveyors to a set of conveyors located along the southeast end side of the
stockyard. The outloading conveyors are then routed westward along the south side of Henry
Road, crossing over Stream 1 to a transfer tower connecting to a set of trestle conveyors
travelling generally southward to the wharf. In Alternative C1, the outloading conveyor from the
open storage area is routed directly south from the southwest corner of the open storage area to a
transfer tower at the shoreline and then onto the trestle conveyors with the trestle in the east
position.
In Alternatives C and C2, the closed storage area outloading conveyors are located at the west
end of the closed storage area and join the open storage area outloading conveyor at Henry Road.
They will then run parallel to the open area outloading conveyor along the south side of Henry
Road and out to the trestle and wharf. In Alternative C1, the closed storage area outloading
conveyor will be installed at the eastern end of the closed storage area and run parallel to the
open storage area outloading conveyors to shoreline and then onto the trestle and wharf. In
Alternatives C3, C4, and C5, the closed storage outloading conveyors are routed parallel to the
inloading conveyor until they reach the transfer tower at the southeast corner of the open storage
area. At this point they then run parallel to the open storage outloading conveyor to the trestle
and wharf.
Trestle
For all “C” Alternatives, except C1, the trestle is in same location as the currently proposed
project. For Alternative C1, the trestle has been located in the east position, the same
configuration described for Alternative A1.
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For Alternatives C2 through C5, the trestle is located in almost the same position as the currently
proposed project. However, the trestle has been adjusted slightly to the east to allow the
approach from the last transfer tower to the trestle to avoid directly impacting a wetland area.
Terminal Access
Access to the Terminal in all of the “C” Alternatives will remain on Henry Road with access
from the east.
Public Access
For “C” Alternatives where the closed storage is located on Gulf Road (Alternatives C, C1, C2),
beach access would require a new road around the southwest side of the A-frame buildings to
replace the existing Gulf Road. A new public parking facility is proposed south of the closed
storage facility along Gulf Road before reaching the beach. Access to the parking area is along
Aldergrove and Gulf Road. For Alternatives C3, C4, and C5, public parking and pedestrian
beach access will be provided from a new parking area on Parcel 15. The new parking area is
accessed from Gulf Road from the east.

4.2

Evaluation and Comparison of Alternatives

Alternatives were evaluated using select environmental and engineering characteristics and were
compared to the currently proposed project. While all nine Alternatives were evaluated and
compared, more detailed site layout design was evaluated for Alternatives C1 through C5.
4.2.1

Environmental and Cultural Resources

The following criteria were selected as most relevant to assessing overall environment effects
from site disturbance and the effects on Waters of the United States (as set forth in Section
404(b)(1) of the CWA):
•

Total area of development footprint (acres).

•

Acres of direct impact to vegetation communities.

•

Acres of direct impacts to wetlands (all types).

•

Linear feet of direct fill in named streams/watercourses.

•

Linear feet of direct fill in mapped ditches/watercourses.

•

Direct impact to known cultural resource sites (sites affected).

The potential effects on natural and cultural resources for each of the alternatives were
determined using GIS analysis, where base maps showing the locations of existing vegetation,
aquatic, and cultural features were overlain with preliminary engineering CADD drawing of each
alternative. The results of this evaluation are summarized on Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2: Evaluation of Alternatives – Environmental
Item

Currently
Proposed Project

Alternative A

Alternative A1

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative C1

Alternative C2

Alternative C3

Alternative C4

Alternative C5

334

321

317

308

299

283

278

280

291

293

Total Area of
Development
Footprint (Acres)
Vegetation
Community
(Acres of direct
impact)

Forest

220

Forest

249

Forest

249

Forest

238

Forest

274

Forest

262

Forest

255

Forest

234

Forest

248

Forest

249

Shrub

30

Shrub

13

Shrub

13

Shrub

14

Shrub

4

Shrub

4

Shrub

5

Shrub

5

Shrub

9

Shrub

5

Hayfield
/pasture

77

Hayfield
/pasture

57

Hayfield
/pasture

50

Hayfield
/pasture

50

Hayfield
/pasture

15

Hayfield
/pasture

12

Hayfield
/pasture

14

Hayfield
/pasture

36

Hayfield
/pasture

28

Hayfield
/pasture

33

Wetlands – Acres of
direct, all wetland
types

147.5

132

133

108

84

82

75

75

76

76

Wetlands – Direct
permanent impact to
Forested Wetland
(acre)

70.5

73

75

73

69

69

61

61

62

61

Watercourses – Linear
feet of direct fill, all
named streams

8,711

12,089

10,897

5,632

6,146

6,312

5,756

5,460

4,486

5,143

Watercourses –Linear
feet of direct fill,
mapped ditches

6,221

10,483

8,770

8,050

6,425

4,841

6,083

5,447

5,053

5,287

Stream 1- New
conveyor
Stream 2- New road
and conveyor
Stream 2A- New
road

Stream 1- Conveyor
south side of Henry
Road at ravine.

Stream 2- New road
and conveyor.

Stream 1- Conveyor
south side of Henry
Road.
Stream 2- New road
and new conveyor.

Stream 1- Conveyor
south side of Henry
Road.
Stream 2- New road
and conveyor.

Stream 1- Conveyor
south side of Henry
Road.
Stream 2- New road
and conveyor.

Stream Crossings
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Stream 1- Conveyor
on north side of
Henry Road at
ravine.

Stream 1- Conveyor
south side of Henry
Road at ravine.

Stream 2- New road
and conveyor.

Stream 1- Conveyor
south side of Henry
Road at ravine.
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Environmental Resources
Direct effects as defined by the disturbed site area included those areas to be graded or
permanently disturbed. For roads and rail embankments, actual cut and fill lines were used for
the limit of direct effects. Limits of effects for structures (support buildings, A-frame buildings,
etc.) include the structure plus a 20-foot wide area beyond the structure. Conveyor lines were
assumed to be 16 feet wide with a 20-foot buffer margin on all sides.
Total Area of Development

The analysis showed that the disturbed area or development footprint for all alternatives would
be less than the currently proposed project and could be up to 56 acres or 17 percent less. The
development footprint would be somewhat reduced for Alternatives A, A1, and B but would be
considerably reduced for all the “C” Alternatives.
The acres of wetlands, vegetation, and stream impacts also decrease most significantly under the
“C” Alternatives. However, it should be noted that disturbance of forested vegetation would
increase under any of the “C” Alternatives due to the repositioning of some project facilities on
Parcel 15 which has forested areas. This occurs partially as a tradeoff to the reduction in
wetlands disturbed.
Wetland Impacts

In addition, the analysis of Alternative C2 showed that, direct wetland impacts would be reduced
from 147 acres to approximately 75 acres, a reduction of 51 percent. A similar reduction was
found for Alternatives C3, C4, and C5. While the difference among the “C” Alternatives is not
significant in terms of direct wetland impacts, all “C” Alternatives will reduce the direct wetland
impact over the currently proposed project or Alternatives A or B.
Streams and Ditch Impacts

In the currently proposed project, there are no direct impacts likely to Streams 1 and 2 even
though there is an overhead conveyor crossing of Stream 1. There are however impact to
roadside streams/ditches. Alternatives C, C2, C3, C4 and C5 also have a conveyor crossing of
Stream 1; however the crossing is now farther downstream on the south side of Henry Road
versus the north side. Alternatives C1, C3, C4, and C5 would result in a crossing of Stream 2 by
at least one service road and a conveyor. Alternatives C, C1, and C2 would result in filling of a
portion of the smaller tributary Stream 2A, but not adding a new crossing to Stream 2. The total
linear feet of streams directly impacted would be reduced from 8,711 feet to 5,756 feet for
Alternative C2, a reduction of approximately 3,000 feet. The total linear feet of streams directly
impacted would be reduced from 8,711 feet to 5,460 feet for Alternative C3, a 73 percent
reduction. Direct impacts to streams would be reduced somewhat more under Alternatives C4
and C5 (see Table 4-2). Most of the stream impacts are due to filling or piping of streams
currently located in ditches along the roadsides.
Total linear feet of mapped ditches affected would be reduced in Alternatives C1, C3, C4 and
C5; the linear feet of impact would be increased or be approximately the same as the other
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alternatives. Direct filling in ditches ranged from 4,841 feet to 6,083 feet for all alternatives. It
should be noted, these measurements are approximations as roadside ditch locations and
dimensions are estimated and not surveyed. Nevertheless, for comparison, in Alternative C3
direct effects to mapped ditches would be reduced from 6,221 feet to 5,447 feet, or a 12 percent
reduction. For Alternative C2, impacts to ditches would be decreased slightly from 6,221 feet to
6,083 feet.
Cultural Resources
Named cultural resource sites are scattered throughout the project area. The currently proposed
project and all of the other alternatives would each disturb several historic sites that are not
currently known to be eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The
disturbance of historical sites not eligible for the National Register was not considered a
discriminating factor among the alternatives evaluated.
The analysis was focused on the three sites known to be considered as eligible for listing on the
National Register: Sites 45WH1, 45WH83, and 45WH84. The trestle for the currently proposed
project would pass over Site 45WH1, but would not directly impact the Site’s surface; no piers
or abutments would be located within the Site’s boundaries. This would also be true for all the
other “C” Alternatives, except C1, and Alternative A.
Alternatives A1, B, and C1 all relocate the trestle to the east alignment on Parcel 15 near sites
45WH84 and 45WH83. The approach road(s) and conveyors are located in the vicinity of these
two sites. The site’s boundary locations were roughly estimated in the 1970’s, and at this time
no further work has been performed to more accurately confirm the site boundaries. There is
some likelihood that effects to these two cultural sites could occur. Once the boundaries are
better determined, the possibility also remains that design alterations could avoid or mitigate any
direct effects. Alternatives C2, C3, C4 and C5 are less likely to directly affect Sites 45WH84
and 45WH83.
4.2.2 Comparisons of Alternatives – Engineering
The following engineering criteria were selected as the most relevant to project constructability
and cost: included:
Railroad
• Number and length of tracks.
•

Total track length.

•

Number of switches and diamond crossings.

Site Grading
• Open storage area, building pads for other large facilities.
•

Rail berms.
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Core Material and Capping Layer, including subgrade improvements
• Open storage area.
•

Stacker/reclaimer berms.

•

Roadways.

The results from evaluating each of the alternatives using these criteria listed above are shown on
Table 4-3. Review of Table 4-3 shows that reconfiguration of the rail layout for Alternatives A
and A1 reduces overall track length by approximately 4,000 feet. This reduction, however, is not
reflected in a similar change in the rail embankment footprint which is only reduced slightly
from the currently proposed project. Total track length is not reduced under Alternative B.
Under the “C” Alternatives however which incorporate the Figure-8 configuration, total track
length is reduced by approximately 20,000 feet and the rail embankment footprint reduced by
approximately 29 acres, or 24 percent, when compared to the currently proposed project.
Reconfiguration of the rail layout has a major influence on the volume and balance of cut and fill
for grading and construction of the rail embankment. Most notably all of the “C” Alternatives,
where significant grading and construction of the rail embankment is confined to the northeast
portion of the site, appear to not require importing competent fill material from off-site sources
as would be required for Alternatives A and B. This is reflected in a significant construction cost
savings of approximately $34,000,000 over the currently proposed project.
Grading requirements to construct the open storage area are similar for all alternatives because
the basic configuration of the open storage area is not significantly modified. However, grading
for the closed storage area does vary among the alternatives. Alternatives C4 and C5 both
require a significant grading form a level site for the two A-frame buildings.
In both Alternatives C4 and C5, this extensive grading would increase project costs and reduce
the apparent savings for these Alternatives when compared to the currently proposed project.
For Alternatives C, C1, C2, and C3 less site grading is required than in Alternatives C4 or C5 for
constructing the A-frame buildings because this arrangement of the buildings lies more closely in
line with the existing topography. Alternative C5 has a further limitation in that the southern end
of the buildings are approximately 300 feet from the top of the coastal bluff, which limits
grading.
Overall site development costs for grading, roads and rail were increased over the currently
proposed project by approximately $30 million for Alternatives A and A1. These same costs
were reduced approximately $27 million for Alternative B, and by $37 to $40 million for all the
“C” Alternatives.
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Three additional factors that are relevant to the comparison of the “C” Alternatives include:
1) Differential wetlands mitigation costs,
2) Cut/fill slopes for adequate facility sites, and
3) A significant reduction of impacts to wetlands would have a related reduction in wetland
mitigation cost.
The project does not yet know the exact types or amount of compensation which will be required
by jurisdictional agencies because it is very early in the project permitting process. Therefore no
attempt was made to quantify cost reductions in wetland and stream mitigation for the different
alternatives.
Review of Alternatives C4 and C5 show that the grading quantities and grading costs are
significantly higher than other “C” Alternatives. This occurs because the covered A-frame
storage has been located outside the preferred areas for wetland mitigation on Parcel 15 where
the topography requires very large cut/fill to obtain a sufficient site for the buildings. In the case
of Alternative C4 one end of the building requires a 40-foot cut while the other would require a
40-foot fill. At Alternative C5 the elevation changes require a 50-foot cut and 50-foot fill. Aside
from the increased costs, high cut/fill slopes would be placed directly adjacent to the buildings
(minimizing overall disturbed footprint) imposing continuous slope maintenance requirements
and the risk of slope failure. These risks are avoided by with Alternatives C2 and C3.
4.2.3

Compensatory Mitigation for Wetlands

Based on the environmental and engineering evaluations, the “C” Alternatives provide
reductions in impacts based on project footprint, impacts to Waters of the United States and
reduced project costs. To further focus among the “C” Alternatives additional consideration was
given to differentiation based on the types of wetlands impacted and the ability of the project to
provide compensatory mitigation for those impacts. Alternatives, C2 and C3 were further
evaluated in terms of compensation for wetland impacts. These two Alternatives were chosen
because they had less direct impacts than Alternatives A, A1, or B, and because the engineering
comparison demonstrated that Alternatives C4 and C5 were considered not practicable due to
large increases in grading requirements over the other “C” Alternatives.
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Table 4-3: Engineering Evaluation of Alternative Layouts
Criteria/Case
1. Number of Tracks & Storage Length for
Each

2. Total Track Length

Measures

Currently Proposed Project

Alternative A

Alternative A1

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative C1

Alternative C2

Alternative C3

Alternative C4

Alternative C5

Inbound &
Outbound
(number and feet of
rail)

East - 4 in & 4 out each 8,500’
West -3 in / 6,885’, 8,800’ &
8,860’
& 2out/11,600’& 10,460’

6in & 6out /
each 8,500’

6in & 6out /
each 8,500’

3in & 3out /
each 17,000’
(i.e. 2x8,500’)

5in & 5out /
each 8,500’

5in & 5out /
each 8,500’

5in & 5out /
each 8,500’

5in & 5out /
each 8,500’

5in & 5out /
each 8,500’

5in & 5out /
each 8,500’

Feet

122,740’

118,330’

118,330’

122,910’

101,800’

101,800’

101,800’

101,800’

101,800’

101,800’

Width at base of rail
embankment (feet)

East Loop
113’ ( 4 tracks)213’ (8 tracks)
West Loop
52’ (2 tracks)
52’ (3 tracks)
82’ (5 tracks)

163’ (6 tracks)
313’ (12 tracks)

163’ (6 tracks)
313’ (12 tracks)

113’ (4 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)

148’ (5 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)
263’ (10 tracks)

148’ (5 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)
263’ (10 tracks)

148’ (5 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)
263’ (10 tracks)

148’ (5 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)
263’ (10 tracks)

148’ (5 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)
263’ (10 tracks)

148’ (5 tracks)
163’ (6 tracks)
263’ (10 tracks)

Disturbed Area
(acres)

East Loop
88.2
West Loop
30.5

115.3

115.3

117.0

89.5

89.5

89.5

89.5

89.5

89.5

480,000
1,107,000
42,000
N.A.

480,000
917,000
N.A.
N.A.

429,000
1,061,000
N.A.
N.A.

664,000
N.A.
N.A.
795,149

703,620
720,902
N.A.
N.A.

674,334
707,140
N.A.
N.A.

563,778
711,359
N.A.
N.A.

597,480
708,830
N.A.
N.A.

646,852
705,962
N.A.
N.A.

1,334,770
708,830
N.A.
N.A.

Cut/Fill (cubic
yards)

228,000
137,000

502,000
N.A.

502,000
N.A.

763,000
434,000

676,776
N.A.

676,776
N.A.

676,776
N.A.

676,776
N.A.

676,776
N.A.

676,776
N.A.

Cut/Fill (cubic
yards)

939,000
761,000

917,000
2,429,000

1,061,000
2,285,000

N.A.
44,741

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

3. Embankment Width

4. Rail Embankment Footprint

5. Grading for Storage Areas
- Cut to Fill
- Excavation – Stockpiled for Onsite
Use
- Fill – from stockpiles
- Fill – purchased competent material
6. Grading Rail Embankment
- Cut to Fill
- Excavation – Stockpiled for Onsite
Use
7. Rail Embankment Core Material:
- Fill – From Stockpiles
- Fill – Purchased competent material

Cut/Fill (cubic
yards)

8. Rail Embankment Capping Layer:
- Fill – 6.5feet thick using cut to fill
material, CT, 4percent cement
- Fill – 6.5 feet thick using
Stockpiled Material, CT, 4percent
cement
- Fill – 6.5 feet thick using purchased
competent material, CT, 4percent
cement

Cut/Fill (cubic
yards)

N.A.
N.A.
660,000

N.A.
N.A.
832,000

N.A.
N.A.
832,000

N.A.
434,000
N.A.

68,428
364,312
N.A.

68,428
364,312
N.A.

68,428
364,312
N.A.

68,428
364,312
N.A.

68,428
364,312
N.A.

68,428
364,312
N.A.

9. Subgrade Improvement
- Fill – Purchased competent material
– SW corner subgrade, CT,
4percent cement)

Cut/Fill (cubic
yards)

318,000

573,000

573,000

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.
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Criteria/Case
10. Stacker/Reclaimer Berms
- Fill – from stockpiles for core
- Fill – 6.5 feet thick using stockpiled
material, CT, 4 percent cement
11. Earthwork
Total earthwork handled
Total material imported to site

Measures
Cut/Fill (cubic
yards)

Currently Proposed Project

Alternative A

Alternative A1

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative C1

Alternative C2

Alternative C3

Alternative C4

Alternative C5

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

86,000
214,000

2,834,038
0

2,790,990
0

2.683,893
0

2,715,826
0

2,762,330
0

3,453,116
0

(cubic yards)

5,070,340
1,738,900

(feet)

1,139

1,239

1,597

1,597

1,139

1,597

1,081

1,081

1,081

1,081

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project ($)

N.A.

($816,000)

($360,000)

$8,408,000

$16,000

($178,000)

($645,900)

($509,210)

($305,000)

$2,740,000

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project ($)

N.A.

$32,816,000

$31,888,000

($33,815,000)

($34,374,000)

($34,374,000)

($34,374,000)

($34,374,000)

($34,374,000)

($34,374,000)

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project ($)

N.A.

$208,000

$91,000

($266,000)

($563,000)

($949,000)

($771,100)

($929,100)

($791,900)

($943,400)

16. Site Grading, Core Material, Capping
and Paving Total (Rows 13, 14 and 15)

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project ($)

N.A.

$32,208,000

$31,619,000

($25,673,000)

($34,921,000)

($35,501,000)

($35,791,000)

($35,812,310)

($35,470,900)

($32,577,400)

17. Track Length and Cost

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project (feet/$)

N.A.

-4,410 feet
($948,000)

-4,410 feet
($948,000)

170 feet
$37,000

-20,940 feet
($4,500,000)

-20,940 feet
($4,500,000)

-20,940 feet
($4,500,000)

-20,940 feet
($4,500,000)

-20,940 feet
($4,500,000)

-20,940 feet
($4,500,000)

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project ($)

N.A.

$185,000

$185,000

($1,175,000)

$175,000

$175,000

$175,000

$175,000

$175,000

$175,000

Differential from
Currently Proposed
Project ($)

N.A.

$31,445,000

$30,856,000

($26,811,000)

($39,246,000)

($39,826,000)

($40,116,000)

($40,137,310)

($39,795,900)

($36,902,400)

12. Length of Trestle (measured from mean
MLW to connection at wharf)
13. Site Grading and Rail

14. Core Material and Capping Layer Cost

15. Road and Parking Paving Cost

18. Switches and Railroad Crossings Cost

19. Total Differential Costs (Rows 16, 17
and 18)
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Evaluation of the potential effect of the project to wetlands does not rely solely on an evaluation
of direct fill impacts. Project effects to wetlands and other aquatic systems are best evaluated at
the watershed level when the assessment of post development watershed function incorporates
the benefits of compensatory mitigation. As required, PI Terminals, Inc. has submitted a
compensatory mitigation plan for the currently proposed project. That plan will be evaluated as
part of the permit review process by the USACE, Department of Ecology and Whatcom County
as these agencies have jurisdiction over wetlands.
The goals for wetland compensation considered in development of a compensatory mitigation
plan include:
•

No net loss of wetlands and wetland functions within the watershed.

•

Provide a minimum of 1:1 ratio (areal impacts to compensation) through wetland creation.

•

Comply with the Whatcom County Critical Areas Ordinance (WCC 16.16) and provide
functional equivalency or better within the watershed.

•

Focus compensation on currently open landscape areas (fields and shrub vegetation areas) as
a priority to avoid loss of forested vegetation.

•

Wetland creation areas are located in landscape positions with a high likelihood for
successful establishment of wetland hydrology.

To differentiate between Alternatives C2 and C3 consideration was given to the degree to which
either alternative achieved these goals. Identified onsite mitigation opportunities for each
alternative included both wetland creation and enhancement. Wetland creation occurs when
current upland areas can be converted into wetlands; wetland enhancement consists of improving
existing wetland functions, such as planting wet pastures with trees that provide valuable habitat
for wildlife when mature.
An environmental analysis was completed to determine the amount of wetlands impacts and
required mitigation for Alterative C2 and C3. The environmental analysis found that Alternative
C2 would result in direct, permanent impacts to approximately 75 acres of wetlands. The site
layout for Alternative C2 would allow for approximately 120 acres of creation and 119 acres of
enhancement. This would result in a net increase of 45 acres of wetland in the project area
(Table 4-4) and within the watershed.
Table 4-4: Alternatives C2 and C3 Wetland Mitigation Potential
Alternative C2

Alternative C3

Wetland Impacts (acres)

75

75

Wetland Creation (acres)

120

94

Total Wetlands in Watershed - Net (acres)

+45

+19
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The environmental analysis of Alternative C3 shows approximately 75 acres of direct, permanent
impacts to wetlands. The site layout for Alternative C3 would allow for creating approximately
94 acres of wetlands and enhancing 118 acres of existing wetlands. This would result in a net
increase of 19 acres of wetlands within the project area (see Table 4-3) and within the watershed
(see Table 4-4).
Whatcom County Code 16.16.680(C) requires that wetland compensatory mitigation be provided
in relationship to the quality of wetland impacted. The regulations provide for a mitigation ratio
that varies depending on the category of wetland impacted and the type of mitigation activity
proposed. Most of the wetlands in the project area are Category III; the associated Whatcom
County mitigation ratios for Category III wetlands are shown in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5: Area of Compensatory Mitigation Required for Category III Wetland Impacts

Mitigation Type

Compensation Area Needed for 1 Acre of
Impact*

Creation

2:1

Rehabilitation

4:1

Enhancement

8:1

Preservation

20:1

*Whatcom County Code 16.16.680(C)

Mitigation ratios greater than 1:1 are typically required to account for the method of
compensatory mitigation (e.g., preservation), the likelihood of success, and the temporal losses
of wetland functions. A wetland mitigation plan is generally considered adequate when the
amount of acre-credits is equal to, or greater than, amount of wetlands impacted.
Using the wetland mitigation opportunities available for Alternatives C2 and C3, potential
mitigation acre-credits were calculated (Table 4-6). These results show that sufficient acrecredits for mitigation can be achieved for Alterative C3; that is 75 acre-credits. For Alternative
C3, the number of acre-credits available is 13 acre-credits less than what would be required by
Whatcom County 16.16.680 (c.). However, there are no obvious additional locations for wetland
creation or enhancement within the project area available to meet the requirement. The closed
storage area (A-frame buildings) in Alternative C3 have been located in the largest potential
wetland creation areas (that would not require forest removal) in the project area.
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Table 4-6: Wetland Mitigation Summary for Alternative C2 and C3
Estimated Area Available
(acres)

Compensation Ratio*

Potentially Available
Acre-Credits

Creation

121

2:1

60.5

Enhancement

119

8:1

14.9

Total Estimated. Available
Credits

82.4

Mitigation Type
Alternative C2

Alternative C3
Creation

94

2:1

47.0

Enhancement

118

8:1

14.8

Total Estimated Available
Credits

61.8

*Based on Whatcom County Code replacement ratios for Category III wetlands (WCC 16.16.680(C)).

Based on an evaluation of compensatory wetland mitigation opportunities, Alternative C2 would
meet the Whatcom County requirements while Alternative C3 likely would not. Under
Alternative C2 compensatory mitigation can be achieved on site and therefore within the
watershed. Because the watershed is very small it is likely that to obtain sufficient acre-credits
for Alternative C3 additional mitigation would have to occur outside the watershed.
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5.0

Conclusion

Review and comparison of all nine alternatives to the currently proposed project shows that
greater avoidance and minimization of environmental impacts, principally direct impacts to
wetlands and streams can be achieved with the “C” Alternatives; costs are also reduced. Of the
“C” Alternatives, Alternative C2 exhibits the best combination of reduction in wetland/stream
impacts to meet the 404(b)(1) guidelines, achieves compensatory mitigation requirements that
meets USACE and Whatcom Co. regulations, and optimizes project cost reductions.
This conclusion was reached by ranking the “C” Alternatives as follows:
•

C2 and C3 have the lowest overall development footprint.

•

C2 and C3 have the lowest wetland impacts.

•

C3, C4, and C5 have the lowest impacts to forested Wetlands followed by C2.

•

C4 has the lowest named stream impacts.

•

C4 and C5 require major cut/fill slopes to grade for the covered storage.

•

C4 and C5 require longer conveyor runs to the covered storage facilities.

•

C2 and C3 have the largest cost reduction for site development.

Alternatives C and C1 are marginally inferior to all other “C” Alternatives for all criteria so they
are ranked lowest. Of the remaining alternatives, C4 and C5 have marginally lower named
stream impacts but the disadvantage of extreme cut/fill requirements and longer conveyor runs.
Alternatives C2 and C3 are the highest ranked; C2 is preferred because compensatory wetland
mitigation can be accomplished on site while it cannot for C3.
A comparison of Alternative C2 to the currently proposed project is shown on Table 5-1 below.
This comparison highlights the following:
Engineering:
• Total Development Area – the total developed area or disturbed area has been reduced 17
percent from 334 to 278 acres.
•

Total track length – use of the Figure-8 layout and a single loop will reduce total track length
by approximately 21,000 feet or 17 percent. The reduction in track length also reduces the
amount of cut/fill to create the rail embankment reducing both site disturbance and grading
requirements.

•

Area of rail embankment – the revised track layout reduces the area disturbed by the rail
embankment by 25 percent from approximately 119 to 90 acres. This reduction in rail
embankment area in part reduces direct impacts to wetlands.
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Table 5-1: Comparison of Currently Proposed Project and Alternative C2
Criteria

Currently Proposed
Project

Alternative C2

Change (Percent)

Engineering
Total disturbed area

334 acres

288 acres

-46 acres

(-14 %)

Number of railroad tracks

4 in/4 out & 3 in/2 out

5 in / 5 out

Total track length

122,740 feet

101,800 feet

-20,940 feet

(-17 %)

Track cost

Base

-$4,500,000

-$4,500,000

Switches and rail crossings

Base

$175,000

+ $175,000

Rail embankment width

East Loop 113 feet to 213
feet
West Loop 52 feet to 82
feet

148 feet

Rail embankment footprint

119 acres

90.5 acres

-29.2 acres

(-25 %)

Length of trestle

1,117 feet

1,070 feet

-391 feet

(-23 %)

Site development costs

Base

-$40,137,000

N.A.

Forest 265
Shrub
5
Hayfield/Pasture

Forest +45.7
Shrub
-24.6
Hayfield/
Pasture -62.5

(-82 %)

Environmental
Vegetation Community (Acres of direct impact)

Forest
219.3
Shrub
29.6
Hayfield/pasture 76.5

14

(+21 %)
(-83 %)

Wetlands (Acres of direct, all wetland types)

147.47 acres

78 acres

-69.5 acres

(-47 %)

Watercourses – linear feet of direct fill, all named
streams

8,711 feet

5,594 feet

-3117 feet

(-36 %)

Watercourses – linear feet of direct fill, mapped
ditches

6,211 feet

6,378 feet

167 feet

(+3 %)
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•

Total earthworks – the earthworks balance across the site is significantly improved compared
to the currently proposed project with the greatest savings in earthwork at the rail berm
embankment cut and fill balance. For Alternative C2 the volume of cut material generated,
equates to approximately the berm core volume (approximately 677,000 cubic yards). The
capping layer (approximately 365,000 cubic yards) will be made from excess cut material
stockpiled from the storage area earthworks. As sufficient fill can be generated from
earthworks on site, no import fill is required. By contrast, approximately 1.7 million cubic
yards of imported material is required for the currently proposed project, to make up for the
shortfall. In addition to a better balance in earthworks, total material handling is reduced by
approximately 47 percent. For the currently proposed project site civil works would require
handling approximately 5,070, 600 cubic yards. For Alternative C2 this total is reduced to
approximately 2,684,000 cubic yards and requires no import of material to the site. Handling
earthworks requires the operation of earthmoving equipment and in the case of material
import rail or truck movement of the material to the site.

Environmental:
• Direct impacts to wetlands – total acreage of wetland impacts is reduced 49 percent from
approximately 148 to about 75 acres. This reduction is primarily accomplished by
reconfiguration of the rail loop and relocation of the former storage areas and support
facilities.
•

Total stream courses affected - total linear feet of watercourse that would be directly affected
would be reduced by 34 percent from approximately 8,711 feet to 5,756 feet. The impact to
mapped ditches from filling would be about the same.

•

Impacts to Stream 1 and Stream 2 – the currently proposed project would avoid direct
impact to Streams 1 and 2 but would require crossing Stream 1 with an overhead structure
and would directly impact roadside ditches and ditched streams. In Alternative C2, direct fill
or piping impacts to Stream 2A would result. However, compared to stream and ditch
impacts of the currently proposed layout, total stream and ditch direct impacts would be
reduced from approximately 15,000 linear feet to less than 12,000 linear feet in Alternative
C2.

•

Cultural Resources - The currently proposed project and Alternatives A, C, C2, C3, C4 and
C5 would pass over Site 45WH1, but would not directly impact the site. The currently
proposed project and all of the Alternatives would each disturb several historic sites that are
not currently considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

•

Air - An air quality analysis was undertaken for Alternative C2 to determine if ambient air
quality standards could not be met if the alternative site layout were implemented. This
analysis considered on site emission sources and vessel and rail transport in the site vicinity.
The analysis using standard air dispersion modelling techniques found that the proposed
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project using the Alternative C2 site layout would comply with all applicable ambient air
quality standards.
•

Noise - An environmental noise compliance assessment for Alternative C2 was undertaken
based on sound level measurements and noise modelling. The modelling analysis considered
on and near-site noise sources and found that terminal operational noise based on the
Alternative C2 site layout would comply with the applicable state noise limits.

For projects that are not water dependent, as the upland portion of the Terminal was declared by
the USACE 42, Section 404(b)(1), guidelines establish a rebuttable presumption that a project
alternative exists that would reduce impacts to jurisdictional wetlands and stream. This
presumption is rebutted through the alternatives analysis presented in the Draft EIS. The site
layout alternative analysis presented here demonstrates that in this case, impacts to wetlands and
streams can be minimized and avoided by implementation of site layout Alternative C2 when
compared to the site layout included in the current project permit application. Therefore, an
alternative (Alternative C2 site layout) to the Applicants currently proposed project is practicable
and available for implementation in conformance with the Section 404(b)(1) presumption for
non-water dependent projects. The site layout represented in Alternative C2 may therefore be
considered the Applicants proposed action with regard to the NEPA alternatives process and as a
preferred alternative under the SEPA alternatives process.
Independent of the USACE’s requirements under the Section 404(b)(1) guideline, both NEPA,
implemented by the USACE, and SEPA, implemented by the State of Washington/Whatcom
County require consideration of reasonable project alternatives during the course of the
environmental review process and preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement. This site
layout alternatives analysis was prepared by PI Terminals and is submitted for consideration by
the federal, state, and local lead agencies as input to the alternatives analysis to be developed in
the federal and state draft Environmental Impact Statements.

42

Personal Communication from Randal J. Perry, USACE. April 22, 2013
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1.0

Introduction

This Appendix B to the Gateway Pacific Terminal Alternatives Report provides a complete
project description for the Gateway Pacific Terminal revised site layout. The proposed project
would be located at Cherry Point in Whatcom County, Washington (Figure B-1).

1.1

Background

Pacific International Terminals’ analysis found that an alternative layout (Alternative C2 – see
Alternatives Report) provided a significant reduction in the amount of wetland acreage affected
and offered other advantages to the project when compared to the initial site layout. Thus, the
Alternative C2 layout is now termed the “revised site layout” and is described in this Appendix.
The revised site layout does not in any material way change the Project’s purpose and need,
Terminal capacity, and or overall project function.

1.2

Terminal Development Schedule

The Gateway Pacific Terminal (Terminal) would be constructed over approximately two years,
commencing after environmental reviews under the National Environmental Protection Act and
State Environmental Protection Act have been completed and required federal, state, and local
permits and authorizations have been obtained.
As initially proposed, the Terminal would have been constructed in four phases, where each
phase would expand the throughput capacity of the Terminal and result, after completion of the
fourth phase, in a Terminal with 54 million metric tons of annual throughput (Mtpa). Phased
construction of the Terminal is no longer appropriate, as more than 75 percent of the Terminal’s
capacity is currently subscribed. Therefore the Terminal will be built to its full capacity in a
single construction effort once project permitting is completed. Initial operation of the Terminal
is anticipated to occur in 2019 at full capacity (54 Mtpa).

1.3

Project Overview and Key Features

The Gateway Pacific Terminal would serve as a multimodal, deep-water terminal to provide
storage and handling of up to 54 Mtpa of dry bulk commodities for export to international
markets. Coal, potash, calcined petroleum coke, and grain products are the most likely
commodities to be moved through the facility in the near future; however, the type and quantity
of dry bulk commodities handled at the Terminal will likely change over time in response to
market demands. Commodities would be delivered to the Terminal by rail on the BNSF Railway
Company’s (BNSF Railway) Custer Spur rail line (Custer Spur; shown on Figure B-1).
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The proposed Terminal would include the following facilities:
•

Rail Connection – The Cherry Point Industrial Area is served by BNSF Railway’s
Custer Spur, which connects to BNSF Railway’s Bellingham line at Custer,
Washington, approximately 6 miles from the Terminal (see Figure B-1). BNSF
Railway would provide additional rail facilities including new sidings (receiving
and departure tracks) and a second track along the Custer Spur to service the
Terminal.

•

Materials Handling and Storage – The Terminal’s material handling and storage
areas would consist of conveyors and other equipment for moving commodities,
and open and closed commodity storage. 1 Ancillary facilities for the storage areas
would include stormwater management systems and equipment maintenance
areas. Equipment for handling commodities would be installed that best protects
the safety of employees and protects the environment during Terminal operations.

•

Wharf and Trestle – The proposed Terminal’s wharf and trestle would be located
in an area where deep water is close to shore allowing the Terminal to accept the
largest, most efficient, and most economic dry bulk carriers currently in service.
No dredging would be needed to create or maintain berthing locations. The wharf
would include deep water berths suitable for calls by Panamax 2 and Capesize 3
bulk carriers.

The revised site layout’s development footprint would be approximately 288 acres on a total
property area of approximately 1,562 acres. The area is zoned as Heavy Impact Industrial and is
located in Whatcom County's Cherry Point Industrial Urban Growth Area. Under Whatcom
County’s Shoreline Management Program, the project area is designated as part of the Cherry
Point Management Area, where port and water-dependent industrial facilities are permitted.

1

Certain dry commodities, such as grain and potash, are ruined with moisture and thus are required to be stored in a
closed structure.
2
Panamax vessels are the largest vessels that currently transit the Panama Canal and have capacities of 65,000 to
85,000 dead weight tons (dwt).
3
Capesize vessels are defined as a class of bulk carrier with beams (widths) greater than 105.6 feet that cannot
transit the Panama Canal because they are too wide, and therefore must travel south around the Cape of Good
Hope or Cape Horn. The majority of the present Capesize fleet has capacities between 160,000 and
180,000 dwt (US Maritime Administration 2009c).
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1.4

Property Ownership

Approximately 1,108 acres of the approximately 1,562-acre project area is land owned by Pacific
International Terminals (PI Terminals). The project area also includes Whatcom County road
rights-of-way, state-owned tidelands, and two areas of land controlled by PI Terminals (Table B1 and Figure B-2). A portion of the access trestle and the entire wharf would be located on State
Aquatic Lands leased from the Washington State Department of Natural Resources (See Figure
B-2).
Table B-1

Summary of Land Ownership and Acreage in the Project Area

Land Owner

Upland (acres)

Marine (acres)

Total (acres)

1,090

18

1,108

28

0.0

28

Parcel 14

30

0.0

30

Parcel 15

342

12

353

0.0

43

43

1,490

73

1,562

Pacific International Terminals, Inc.
Whatcom County rights-of-way

State Aquatic Lands managed by Department of Natural Resources
Total

2.0

Project Description

The deep-draft wharf, access trestle, storage and handling areas allow the Terminal to load large,
ocean-going bulk carriers for shipment of commodities to Asian and other international markets.
The Terminal has been designed to meet the operational requirements of PI Terminals and
provides flexibility to handle a wide range of commodities as market needs and customer
demands change over time. Because the Terminal would handle several different dry bulk
commodities during its functional life, it is designed so that relatively minor changes in
infrastructure are required to accommodate different commodities.
A large land area is needed to provide sufficient space to store commodities temporarily and to
support the required rail infrastructure. In addition, a deep-draft wharf is necessary to
accommodate the large Panamax and Capesize vessels that currently serve the international
commodity trade. A detailed discussion of design needs along with detailed design criteria is
provided in the Alternatives Report.
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The Terminal is comprised of several component facilities, including:
•

On-site rail facilities to manage unit trains and locomotives up to 8,500 feet long;

•

Railcar unloading facilities with air quality control systems for dust collection;

•

Secure open and closed storage areas including commodity stacking and
reclaiming equipment and conveyors;

•

3,000-foot-long, deep-draft wharf with ship-loading equipment and an access
trestle extending from the shoreline to the wharf;

•

Conveyor connections from rail to storage areas and from storage areas to the
access trestle, wharf, and ship-loading equipment;

•

Approximately 89,300 square feet of new buildings including Administration,
Maintenance, Longshore Building, and Gatehouse;

•

Internal roadways, potable water, wastewater treatment, electrical power, lighting,
water, fire, safety and security, and communications;

•

Industrial water and stormwater management systems; and

•

Specific design features to avoid and minimize, or compensate for the
environmental effects of the Terminal.

The revised site layout and the arrangement of the component facilities are shown in Figure B-3.
Also see the drawing presented in Appendix A – Preliminary Study – Site Plan Alternative C2.
The following sections provide a description of each component of the revised site layout and
other aspects of the Terminal.
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2.1

Rail Configuration

2.1.1

Mainline Rail Interconnection

The BNSF Railway would provide freight access to the Terminal via BNSF Railway’s existing
Pacific Northwest rail network. The BNSF Railway’s existing Bellingham Subdivision rail line
runs approximately north-south parallel to Interstate 5 in the project vicinity (See Figure B-1).
This main line feeds rail traffic to the Custer Spur which is an existing spur line that serves the
Cherry Point Industrial area.
The Custer Spur branches west from the Bellingham Subdivision main line at Custer, then
travels west, then south for a total of approximately 9 miles, terminating in the Cherry Point rail
yard near the Phillips 66 Refinery, which is the southernmost industrial facility of the Heavy
Impact Industrial zone (see Figure B-1).
Improvements to approximately 6 miles of the Custer Spur are necessary to accommodate the
type, number and length of trains that are anticipated to arrive at the Terminal. A second track
would be added along the length of the Custer Spur from the Custer Wye to the Terminal.
A new multiple-switch connection and new connecting tracks (lead) would be added to the
Custer Spur starting north of BNSF Railway’s existing Elliot Rail Yard, and would route
Terminal trains past Elliot Yard to connect to the start of the Terminal’s on-site rail at the
southwestern limit of the Elliot Yard and at the Terminal’s property boundary.
2.1.2

Terminal Rail

The revised site layout incorporates a single rail loop configured in a Figure-8 (see Figure B-3
and Figure B-4), which would provide rail capacity to service the Terminal, including coal and
other commodities. The loop would be located in the northeastern portion of the property and
have five inbound tracks and five outbound tracks. The Figure-8 connects to a lead track from
the Custer Spur to the Terminal.
The Figure-8 allows unobstructed unloading of railcars, supports staging of both inbound trains
for unloading, and outbound trains preparing for departure. The Figure-8 rail layout also includes
a 1,200-foot-long siding for on-site repair and maintenance of railcars or locomotives, if
required. Each pair of rail has a 12-foot-wide gravel service road between them for most of the
length of the loop.
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2.2

Commodity Unloading

The revised site layout includes three separate rail car unloading facilities; two serving the open
storage area and one serving the covered storage area. Three facilities are required to
accommodate the throughput capacity of the Terminal and provide for unloading different types
of railcars. Each unloading facility includes a railcar dumper, control facilities, receiving
hoppers, scales, and dust control systems incorporating baghouses. The railcar unloading
facilities are located at the center of the Figure-8 loop (See Figure B-3 for location).
Two of the three unloading facilities would employ tandem rotary dumpers which are used to
unload gondola–style railcars used to transport coal. When unloading a gondola-style railcar on a
rotary dumper, two entire railcars are rotated and the contents emptied into a receiving hopper.
The third unloading facility would employ a bottom dumper to unload covered hopper cars.
These railcars are unloaded by opening hatches in the bottom of each car and allowing material
to flow out by gravity as the train is pulled over a long receiving hopper. Grain and potash are
examples of commodities that are transported using covered hopper railcars.
Each unloading facility includes a large sub-surface structure designed to support the trains and
contain the large receiving hoppers collecting material as it is discharged from the railcars (see
Figure B-5).
From the receiving hopper a conveyor moves the commodity through a tunnel to either the open
storage area or to one of the closed storage structures. Conveyors from the hoppers would
include equipment to control dust during transfer operations.
The unloading facility would be equipped with dust control systems to collect and manage any
potential fugitive dust. The working area of each dumper is contained within a structure with
open ends to allow the unit trains to enter and exit. Positive air flow into the structure is used to
capture and retain any dust generated during rail car unloading and the dust laden air is
transferred to a baghouse where it is removed and returned to the stockpile or sent to disposal.
Certified scales are integrated into the railbed and used to determine the amount of commodity
delivered.
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An automated electric railcar indexer is used to pull gondola-style railcars through the rotary
dumper. For unloading, the indexer attaches to a railcar and moves it forward, two cars at a time,
stopping precisely on the rotary dumper platform. After unloading a set of rail cars, the indexer is
repositioned and advances the entire train forward another two cars. Locomotives are unable to
achieve the precision necessary to perform this action. While indexing all locomotives except
one are shut down reducing their emissions. The indexer is located parallel to the rail and just
before the unloading facility.
For unit trains with bottom dumping hopper cars, a locomotive pulls the train through the
dumper facility at a uniform low speed and an indexer is not used. Unloading hatches in the
bottom of the rail car are automatically opened and closed as the train passes over the receiving
hoppers.
Trains are unloaded at a rate of approximately 7,000 metric tons per hour for the open storage
dumpers and a unit train is unloaded in approximately 4 hours. Unloading rates for the covered
storage dumper range from approximately 3,000 to 5,000 metric tons per hour depending on the
commodity.
As the railcars emerge from the dumper they pass through a wash rack that sprays the external
surface to remove residue. The wash water from the operation is collected and recycled.

2.3

Commodity Storage and Materials Handling

2.3.1

Open Storage and Material Handling Equipment

A single large, open storage area would be used for commodities that do not require weather
protection, such as coal (Figure B-6). The area would be serviced by stacking and reclaiming
equipment (“stacker/reclaimers”) and inloading/outloading conveyor lines. The open storage area
would be located to the southwest of the Figure-8 loop and connected by service roads and
conveyor lines to other portions of the Terminal. The storage area would be an unpaved, level
area with asphalt-surfaced lanes between storage piles. The total capacity of the open storage
area would be approximately 2.75 million metric tons.
The open storage area would have five linear storage piles (three double and two single row
piles) managed with four stacker/reclaimer lines. Figure B-7 shows a cross section through the
open storage area. Each linear stockpile would be approximately 2,100 feet long and up to
approximately 70 feet high; the stacker/reclaimer arm would be approximately 110 feet high.
Stacker/reclaimers would have the capacity to stack 7,000 metric tons per hour and reclaim at
10,000 metric tons per hour.
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The open storage area lies at about elevation 125 feet with the stacker/reclaimers berms at an
elevation of approximately 135 feet. The rail-mounted stacker/reclaimers would move along the
lanes between adjacent stockpiles. Coal would be piled and reclaimed by the stacker/reclaimers.
A single stacker/reclaimer cannot perform both operations simultaneously, meaning that if one
stacker/reclaimer stacks coal onto the stockyard, reclaiming for shiploading must be performed
by another stacker/reclaimer.
2.3.2

Closed Storage and Material Handling Equipment

Commodities which deteriorate when exposed to weather must be protected during temporary
storage at the Terminal. Two A-frame structures and six silos would be provided for closed
storage (Figure B-8). Figure B-9 shows three cross sections through the closed storage area.
The A-frame structures would together cover approximately 17 acres and would be located to the
southwest of the open storage area (see Figure B-3 for locations). The structures are aligned to
conform closely to existing topography minimizing earth moving. The elevation of the north Aframe shed would be approximately 70 feet; with the south A-frame building approximately 5
feet lower. The structures are approximately 200 feet-wide and 1,700 feet-long and 90 feet-high
at their peak. The total storage capacity would be approximately 360,000 metric tons.
A cross section through a single A-frame structure is shown in Figure B-10. These large
structures would be supported by concrete perimeter foundations, which form part of the
retaining walls. The floors would be asphalt. In each A-frame, material is moved into the
structure by stacking equipment moving along the ridgeline. The stacking equipment includes a
gallery supporting a conveyor, tripper, and soft drop chutes. At the base of the walls and on top
of the concrete retaining walls, a reclaim rail would support a reclaim machine to feed material
onto an outloading conveyor. Figure B-10 shows the location of the reclaim rails along the sides
of the structure.
The silos would be located west of the A-frame structures near the intersection of Gulf and
Henry Roads. Six storage silos would be provided (see Figure B-11 for a cross section). The
cast-in-place silos would each have a capacity of 13,500 metric tons for a total storage capacity
of 81,000 metric tons. Each silo would be approximately 100 feet in diameter and 180 feet tall
and built on concrete foundations. The bottom of each silo would have a steel hopper system that
opens to feed onto an outloading conveyor. The top of the silos would be connected to conveyors
that fill the silos.
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2.3.3

Commodity Conveyors

Throughout the Terminal, conveyors move commodities from one location to another. Figures B3, B-4, B-6, and B-8 show approximate locations of conveyors running between Terminal
facilities. Conveyors travel at approximately 1,000 feet per minute and are capable of
transferring up to 10,000 metric tons of material per hour.
For coal moving to the open storage area, the inloading conveyors would move material from the
receiving hoppers crossing over the Figure-8 rail on elevated structures, to a transfer tower and
then to one of the four yard conveyors. These conveyors would in turn feed materials to the
stacker/reclaimers. From the stacker/reclaimers, conveyors would move material to other transfer
towers connected to the outloading conveyors.
Coal moving from the open storage to a vessel would first be reclaimed from a stockpile, then
loaded on the outloading conveyors. The outloading conveyor would move material from the
storage areas to a surge bin that regulates the flow of material onto the outloading conveyor line.
An example surge bin is shown on Figure B-9 – Cross section C.
The outloading conveyors are routed westward from the storage areas along the south side of
Henry Road, crossing a stream, to a transfer tower connecting to the trestle conveyor that travels
along the trestle to the wharf conveyor.
Transfer towers are structures that change elevation or direction of conveyors. They are
enclosed structures equipped with chutes that move material arriving on one conveyor onto to a
second conveyor. There is a transfer tower at each required change in conveyor direction with a
total of 16 individually sized transfer towers provided. Each transfer tower includes a
containment area which collects the sediment laden water discharge, and a dust suppression
fogging system. The containment areas are cleaned out using small front-end loaders.
The closed storage area inloading conveyor travels from the unloading facility to the storage
areas (See Figure B-5). The closed storage area outloading conveyors are located at the west end
of the closed storage area and join the open storage area outloading conveyor at Henry Road,
where it then runs parallel to the open storage outloading conveyor along the south side of Henry
Road, and turns to run along the trestle to the wharf conveyors.
Conveyors used for material handling at the Terminal would be constructed with covers to
control dust (called “covered conveyors” as compared to fully “enclosed conveyors”) and
minimize any fugitive dust emissions. Figure B-12 shows a photograph of a covered conveyor.
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Conveyors would be driven by electric motors. Transfer points between conveyors at transfer
towers and at the surge bins would be equipped with passive enclosure dust control systems,
including staggered conveyor curtains and covered chuting.
Conveyors are standardized to use a 96-inch-wide belt for almost all conveyors throughout the
Terminal. The only exceptions are the conveyors running from the receiving hoppers to the
inloading conveyors; these are 120-inches wide due to the large volumes that must be transferred
during receiving.

2.4

Access Trestle and Wharf

The access trestle provides access from the shoreline to the wharf which lies over 1,000 feet
from the shoreline. Figures B-13 shows the location of the access trestle and wharf. Note that
the trestle’s approach roadway has been shifted slightly from earlier layouts to avoid wetlands in
this vicinity, and as a result the alignment of the trestle is shifted slightly. The wharf is
unchanged from earlier layouts.
Conduits for utilities are provided along the access trestle and wharf. Communications, electric
power, and industrial water are provided to the wharf and trestle. Potentially contaminated
stormwater is pumped from containment on the wharf to treatment near the Longshore building
prior to discharge
2.4.1

Access Trestle

The access trestle extends from the shoreline to the wharf. The access trestle’s purpose is to
connect to the wharf providing access and conveying material and utilities; it does not have any
docking or berthing facilities, or provide mooring for vessels of any type.
The first segment of the access trestle would begin at a constructed abutment located inland of
the shoreline bluff, bridge above the shoreline bluff, and then extend to a second abutment on
piers over water. Figure B-14 illustrates this arrangement. With this design, the trestle would
cross above the bluff from land to the water. The bluff adjacent to the shoreline would remain
largely undisturbed and unaltered. The remaining segments of the trestle extending to the wharf
would be supported by piles.
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The trestle would be supported by approximately 64 steel piles estimated to be 24 to 30 inches in
diameter and averaging 122 feet long each. Piles are estimate to be placed 75 feet apart
penetrating approximately from 60 to 80 feet into the sediment. Final pile design and spacing
will be completed once marine geotechnical information is available.
The trestle deck is wide enough to provide a single lane roadway for vehicles and the gallery
(enclosure) for conveyors to serve the wharf and shiploaders. Figure B-15 shows a cross section
of the access trestle and conveyors inside the gallery. Trestle conveyors would be fully enclosed
in the gallery (fully-enclosed conveyors) which is approximately 42 feet high. The gallery
prevents fugitive dust emissions from the conveyors over water. The conveyors would be stacked
inside the gallery, with one in the lower portion and two above.
The trestle decking over the nearshore area (from approximately -5 to +5 feet mean lower low
water) will use steel deck grating to minimize shading in the intertidal zone. Other portions of
the trestle deck would be made of concrete decking with a 4-inch-thick asphalt wear layer.
2.4.2

Wharf

The wharf would lie roughly parallel to the shoreline at the trestle’s head (see Figure B-13).
The wharf would have up to three berths, with the following lengths:
•

Berth 1—1,137 feet long,

•

Berth 2—1,227 feet long, and

•

Berth 3—636 feet long.

Berth 1 is the northwestern-most berth.
The wharf would have three shiploaders served by an elevated gallery containing fully enclosed
conveyors. Figure B-16 shows an example profile of the wharf as seen when approached from
the waterside. The elevated gallery would be located on the shoreside of the wharf behind the
shiploaders.
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The wharf would require an estimated 730 steel piles each estimated to be up to 48 inches in
diameter and with an average of about 172 feet in length. The number, size, and spacing of the
wharf piles would be finalized once marine geotechnical information is available. The wharf’s
deck would be built of concrete with a four inch wear surface of asphalt on top. The wharf would
be sufficiently wide to allow two lanes of vehicle access.
Shiploaders are used to fill the holds of vessels with bulk commodities (Figure B-17).
Commodities travel on enclosed conveyor belts to the shiploader, then are fed on a boom onto
the ship’s hold. The shiploader travels the length of the berth on rails while the boom moves up,
down, inward, outward, and side-to-side to fill the vessel’s hold completely and evenly while
accommodating changing vessel heights from vessel loading and tidal change.
The material discharges at the end of the boom though a chute extending down into the ship’s
cargo hold and is designed specifically to reduce dust generation by containing the product flow
in a tight stream. In addition, shiploaders are equipped with a dust suppression system to
minimize fugitive dust from both the transfer of the commodity from the wharf conveyor to the
shiploader and at the discharge at the end of the boom.
The wharf would include containment for control of potentially contaminated stormwater and
equipment wash-down water. Uncontaminated stormwater runoff from the wharf and trestle
would be allowed to drain naturally.
The wharf includes berthing fenders and a vessel-mooring system. The wharf’s mooring
configuration would meet Puget Sound Pilots’ standards for berthing, with three headlines, two
breast lines, and two backsprings fore and aft on standard bollards for each berth. The
arrangement of mooring equipment on the wharf would allow vessels to berth against the wharf
with bows facing in either direction, determined by the direction of the prevailing wind and
currents. There no berthing available on the shore-side of the wharf.
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2.5

Other Project Facilities

2.5.1

Buildings

The Terminal would have four buildings:
•

Maintenance building (15,000 square feet);

•

Longshore building (3,600 square feet);

•

Administration building that includes changing facilities (7,200 square feet); and

•

Gatehouse (250 square feet).

The Maintenance building would be a slab-on-grade, metal building with a painted, corrugated
steel roof. The Administration building would be a modular building with a painted, corrugated
steel roof. The Longshore building provides facilities for Longshore workers who work on the
wharf. This building would be located near the trestle and wharf for convenience and is
conceived as a slab-on-grade, structural steel building with a painted steel roof. The gatehouse is
a structure near the gate. Paved parking areas with lighting and stormwater management
facilities would be located adjacent to the three larger buildings.
2.5.2

Access and Internal Roadways

Main access to the Terminal would be via Henry Road (see Figure B-3). A gatehouse would
provide a location for check-in for personnel and vehicles arriving at the Terminal.
New internal paved access roads would connect to Henry Road and Gulf Road. Service roads
would be provided between rail tracks on the Figure-8 and parallel to conveyors. Approximately
4 miles of roads would be built within the Terminal. New roads would include 30-foot-wide
secondary access roads, 18-foot-wide service roads, and 12-foot-wide service roads. Most roads
would be paved with asphalt on a prepared road base. Some service roads would be gravel on a
prepared road base.
2.5.3

Electrical Supply

Electric power service would be provided via a new, dedicated 115 kilovolt, overhead electrical
distribution line. Preliminary estimated electrical demand, based on nominal capacity, is
25 megavolt amperes.
The interconnect location is unknown at this time. Electric power is anticipated to be supplied by
Whatcom County Public Utility District No. 1 (PUD). The PUD supplies power to the existing
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industries in the area and has two substations in the project vicinity. A single supply point to the
Terminal is envisioned.
A new main facility substation would be built near Gulf Road. The power would be distributed
from this location at 34.5 kilovolts to other on-site substations and at 4.16 kilovolts to two
smaller substations. One of the small substations would serve the Administration and
Maintenance buildings and the second would serve the wharf.
Locations of individual poles conveying electrical and utility lines are not shown on drawings
but are assumed to be placed within the development footprint in all cases. Poles will be treated
wood or metal as needed. On-site electrical distribution lines would be installed underground in
areas already disturbed by other project facilities.
2.5.4

Lighting

Roads within the Terminal would generally be illuminated with pole-mounted lighting fixtures to
provide security for traffic movement. Stanchion, ceiling, or wall-mounted, lighting fixtures
would be installed in the various facilities, for example, along the conveyor walkways and
transfer towers.
Marine directional lighting would be used to minimize lighting impacts on the marine
environment. Along the wharf and trestle, lighting includes spot and floodlighting as appropriate.
Directional floodlighting is used for shiploading and is critical as shiploading occurs round the
clock once begun.
Lighting would incorporate energy conservation measures such as directional focusing, timers,
motion or ambient light detectors, low energy bulbs, heat dissipation, and other conserving
methods as appropriate for operational safety and security.
2.5.5

Communications Infrastructure

Fiber optic cables would be used for communications. A central control room/operations center
would be housed in the Administration building to provide communication control between all
areas of the Terminal. Fiber optic lines would run along the same routes as the electric supply
throughout the Terminal.
A site radio network and a land-based telephone network would also be installed. A closed
circuit video system would be installed for security surveillance. The security system would use
dedicated fiber optic and/or radio channels in the communications infrastructure.
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2.5.6

Energy Conservation

The Terminal has been designed to include measures for electrical energy conservation:
•

Capacitor banks would be used for power factor correction, which reduces the
reactive component of current and losses.

•

The primary distribution system would deliver power throughout the facility at
34.5 kilovolts to reduce feeder losses.

•

Other energy conservation measures likely to be incorporated include:
− Loss evaluation of transformers to determine lowest life cycle cost,
− Use of high efficiency motors,
− Variable frequency conveyor drives, and
− Use of energy-efficient lighting systems.

The use of variable frequency drives would help to reduce energy peaks when starting large
motors by gradually ramping the motor up to speed, thus reducing the current drawn by the
system.
2.5.7

Water Conservation

Water conservation measures will be employed to minimize water use. An on-site weather
station would provide input for the appropriate timing on use of water cannons and fogging
systems for dust control, for example. Meters and pressure regulators would be installed to each
building and facility to enable leak detection and promote conservation. Timers and regulators on
irrigation systems, and reclaiming water for reuse on-site when and where appropriate, will
further reduce consumptive water use.
2.5.8

Security

For safety and security, no access to the Terminal area would be allowed for the general public
for safety and security reasons. The Terminal would employ full-time security staff. Security
would include surveillance using cameras. Gates to access the Terminal would be secure and
access from and to the wharf would require specific identification cards for all personnel.
Fencing around the developed footprint would be installed to establish a controlled security area.
Fences are likely to be similar to what the other industrial facilities in the area already have in
use, which are usually 8- to 10-foot-tall metal mesh topped with razor or barbed wires. Fencing
would be placed along roadways, railbed, and perimeters of the storage areas.
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2.5.9

Public Access

Access to the Gulf Road Beach area would be provided to the public. A new public parking area
would be provided on the southeastern portion of the project area with pedestrian beach access
provided from there. Access to the parking area would be from the east off of Kickerville Road.

2.6

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater Management

2.6.1

Water Supply

Whatcom County Public Utility District No. 1 is the designated water purveyor within the
Cherry Point Industrial Area. Industrial water would be supplied to the Terminal via a new,
underground pipe that would loop through the Terminal and connect to the industrial main near
Kickerville Road (24-inch diameter). Internal water distribution lines would service all portions
of the Terminal including firefighting, drinking, sanitary, irrigation, and Terminal water (dust
suppression mainly).
Water use for the terminal is estimated to be approximately 1.2 million gallons per day.
Firefighting water will meet the supply requirements of at least 6,000 gallon per minute.
2.6.2

Drinking Water

Potable domestic water for use at the facility would be provided by treating the industrial water
provided by Whatcom County Public Utility District No. 1. Prefabricated (“package”) reverse
osmosis treatment systems would be provided at the Administration, Maintenance and
Longshore buildings. Potable water would not be piped to the wharf for vessel supply. Packaged
water supply would be provided for dock workers.
2.6.3

Sanitary Wastewater Treatment

Sanitary wastewater from buildings would be treated in a separate prefabricated “package”
wastewater treatment facility at the Administration, Maintenance, and Longshore buildings.
Treated wastewater from the treatment systems would meet Department of Health standards and
be discharged pursuant to applicable permits.
Sanitary wastewater from the washroom facility to be installed on the wharf would be collected,
treated, and the treated effluent would be trucked off-site for treatment and disposal in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements.
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2.6.4

Open Storage Area Surface Water Management

All runoff generated within the open storage area would be collected by interceptor swales and
conveyed to a system of sediment-trapping ponds for settlement and treatment prior to discharge.
The sediment ponds are located in the vicinity of the storage area (see Figures B-6 and B-8).
The sediment ponds would each consist of a series of three individual bays separated by finger
dikes. The three bays of each sediment pond would provide sequential treatment consisting of:
•

Bay 1: Initial settlement of coarse particles;

•

Bay 2: Fine particle settlement and flocculation area; and

•

Bay 3: “Polishing” bay.

Maintenance of the sediment ponds includes routine cleanout. To perform a sediment cleanout,
water would be diverted to another pond and the pond allowed to drain. Once sufficiently
drained, the settled material would be removed by front-end loader. Because sediment in the
ponds is mainly coal fines, the material may be mixed back into the large storage piles or it
would be disposed off-site.
2.6.5

Stormwater Management

Details of the conceptual stormwater design are provided in the Draft Conceptual Stormwater
Management Plan (AMEC 2014).
The stormwater management system would consist of the following primary facilities:
•

Stormwater treatment ponds for detention and treatment of stormwater generated
within the Terminal prior to discharge;

•

A system of drainage ditches to convey stormwater to and from the stormwater
ponds; and

•

water quality treatment facilities for parking areas or other containment areas such
as refueling or maintenance.

The wharf would include a piped system to collect stormwater from containment areas where
machine oils or other fluids would be used, such as near the shiploaders. The water from these
locations would be collected and piped to a treatment plant near the Longshore building.
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3.0
3.1

Project Operations
Operating Hours and Employment

Operating hours for the Terminal are anticipated to be 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
When operating, the Terminal is expected to employ approximately 213 shift workers and 44
other workers. One-hundred seventy three (173) people are expected to be employed by the
railroad and marine industries to support Terminal operations directly.

3.2

Unit Train Arrivals/Departures

Single-commodity trains are made up of a specific number and type of railcar designed for
efficient unloading of commodities. Trains of this type are called “unit” trains because once they
are made up, they will travel exclusively from the production site to the Terminal and return.
The Terminal is designed to receive unit trains up to 8,500 feet in length (including locomotives)
and up to 9 train arrivals and departures per 24-hour period. Depending on the commodity and
the volume requirements, unit trains shorter than 8,500 feet may in some cases be used by
specific customers. However the determination of unit train configuration is under the control of
the customer and the railroad, not PI Terminals.

3.3

Commodities Likely to be Handled

A number of different dry bulk commodities are expected to be handled by the Terminal during
its operational lifetime. Commodities handled would be driven by customer and market needs
and by the specific terms of contracts negotiated with customers. Table B-2 lists some of the
most likely commodities that could be handled at the Terminal, and provides some of the
physical properties for these materials.
It is anticipated that in the first 10 years, the Terminal would likely manage exports of coal,
potash, and calcined petroleum coke. In the future, various grains are also likely to be handled.
Other dry bulk commodities listed in Table B-2 could be handled for export

3.4

Wharf Operations

Commodities would be loaded into vessels at a peak rate of up to 10,000 metric tons per hour
using a dedicated shiploader for each vessel. Once a vessel was cleared for loading, an operator
would control the shiploader motions.
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The wharf would provide mooring equipment for vessels, vehicle access, sanitary facilities,
stormwater containment in some portions, and other safety equipment (for example, rescue and
spill containment).
Table B-2

Likely Commodities to Be Handled at the Terminal and Their Properties

Commodity
Industrial Minerals
Alumina
Lime rock (crushed limestone)
Phosphate rock
Potash
Sulfur (prilled)
Salts
Grain Products
Barley
Corn
Feed pellets/meal
Soybeans
Wheat
Oil seeds
Carbon Products
Coal

Solubility (mg/L)

Very low
Negligible
Negligible
Soluble: approx 357,000 at
25°C
Not soluble

15% greater than No. 100 mesh, 5% less
than No. 300 mesh
Less than 3/8 inch diameter to very fine
Greater than No. 200 mesh
25% greater than No. 6 mesh
0.5% less than No. 14 mesh
Prilled pellets – varies by source

Bulk Density
Specific
(kg/m3)
gravity
961

3.4 - 3.6

1,550
1,762
1,281

1.7 - 3.0
2.3 - 2.6
2.0
2.07 at 21°C

Soluble: approx 359,000 at
25°C

1 – 5 mm

1,920 2,070
2,165

Not soluble
Not soluble
Varies with product type
Not soluble
Not soluble
Not soluble

Unhulled, dried, grain size
Shucked, dried, grain size
2 - 7 cm
Cleaned, dried beans
Dried wheat berries
Clean seeds – size varies with type

Varies
Varies
Varies
750
Varies
Varies

See note 1

Not soluble

4% greater than 2 inch
29% less than No. 4 mesh
20% 6-inch minus
80% 3-inch minus
40% less than No. 35 mesh
100% less than 18 mm

880

1.2

881

>1.0

945

2.07

Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

<2 - 20 mm
<1/2 inch
<1/2 - 8 inch

1,650
1,650
1,650

2.3 - 2.5
2.3 - 2.5
2.3 - 2.5

Negligible

95% greater than 0.21 mm
96% less than 4 mm
1/4 inch to 2 inches

Varies

0.1 - 0.7

4% greater than 16 mm
2% less than 5 mm
Lump: less than 38 mm
Fines: greater than 100 mesh

5,000

Petroleum coke (green)

Not soluble

Calcined petroleum coke

Not soluble

Aggregates
Sand
Gravel
Crushed
Wood Products
Wood chips

Particle Size Range
Generally as handled

Wood pellets
Ores
Pelletized ore

Negligible
Not soluble

Concentrate

0.01 - 1.4

Varies

2,595

kg/m3 = kilograms per cubic meter, mg/L = milligrams per liter,
Note 1. Grain products will generally sink in water. However, some individual grains will float for a short time until saturated, then will sink. The
proportion that will sink or float depends in part on moisture content, which varies with grain, season, and source.
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3.5

Vessel Traffic

The Terminal will be served by deep draft bulk carriers shipping bulk commodities to
international ports. Approximately 487 vessels per year are expected to call at the Terminal. The
exact mixture of vessel types is unknown, but for planning design it was conservatively assumed
to include 318 Capesize vessels and 169 Panamax vessels would arrive per year. It is estimated
that on average, one vessel will arrive and one will depart every 1.33 days.
The Terminal does not own or contract with vessels calling at the Terminal and thus PI
Terminals will not have any involvement in vessel operations except while the vessel are loading
at the wharf. The following provides a general description of a vessel’s transit to and from the
Terminal.
Vessels in transit to the Terminal will enter the Strait of Juan de Fuca eastbound and immediately
come under control of the Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) which is jointly operated by the United
States Coast Guard and the Canadian Coast Guard. The VTS provides active monitoring,
navigational advice, and management for vessels. Movements of all deep draft vessels while in
Puget Sound and the Southern Strait of Georgia are monitored by, and under the direction of the
VTS, including those that would be calling at the Terminal.
When traveling to the Terminal, vessels will transit east in the designated inbound traffic lane to
the vicinity of Port Angeles, where a Pilot will embark. Vessels will then transit north or
northeast through designated traffic lanes through either through Rosario Strait, or through Haro
Strait and Boundary Pass, to the vicinity of the Terminal. The vessels will arrive on a northeast
or southeast heading depending on the route taken, and slow to an approximate speed of 1.5
knots in the vicinity of the wharf.
Vessels calling at the Terminal will enter and exit Puget Sound through the Strait of Juan de
Fuca. While apparent alternative routes exist through the northern portion of the Strait of
Georgia, passing the eastern side of Vancouver Island, this route is constrained by narrow
waterways with high currents and does not offer the same degree of safety for passage of vessels
of the size (Capesize and Panamax) calling at the Terminal. Therefore vessels calling at the
Terminal are assumed to arrive and depart through the Strait of Juan de Fuca. The choice of route
to and from the vicinity of Port Angeles would be at the discretion of the Ship’s Master, and to
and from Port Angeles, of the Ship’s Master and Pilot.
At the Terminal, based on weather and sea conditions, two or more tugs will be connected to the
vessel and assist the vessel’s movement alongside the wharf. Shoreside wharf and ship’s crews
attach mooring lines and complete the mooring process.
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Up to three vessels of a combination of different sizes may be moored and loaded
simultaneously, however the Terminal’s wharf can capably moor only two Capesize vessels
simultaneously due to their longer length.
While moored at the wharf and undergoing loading, vessels will be required to supply their own
power for operation of shipboard systems. While loading, vessels may discharge ballast water to
the adjacent marine waters. Any ballast water that is discharged will be required to have been
exchanged during offshore passage in accordance with current ballast water regulations.
Following vessel loading and preparation for departure, tugs will be scheduled to assist and a
Pilot will embark. The tugs attach to the vessel, mooring lines are released, and the vessel would
be assisted from the dock. Once departure from the wharf is completed, the tugs would be freed,
and the vessel speed would increase, and the vessel would enter traffic lanes. It would proceed
under VTS control outbound, either through Rosario Strait, or Boundary Pass/Haro Strait.

3.6

Dust Control Measures

Handling granular materials in large volumes has the potential to generate dust and fugitive dust
emissions from some commodities. The Terminal would include specialized equipment for
minimizing the generation of dust and the collection and control of any that does occur. The
equipment and operating procedures identified below effectively address the management of dust
in connection with anticipated operations.
3.6.1

Dust Control During Unloading

As mentioned earlier, commodities arriving at the Terminal would be unloaded inside an
unloading facility equipped with a dust collection system to control dust during railcar
unloading. The dust control system would provide negative pressure within the structure to
collect and route dust to a baghouse. The system would effectively reduce dust emissions to less
than 10 percent opacity.
Each unloading structure would be built over a receiving hopper with a conveyor to transport
delivered commodity to the open stockyard or to one of the closed storage areas. The receiving
hopper and surrounding area would also have air routed to the baghouse.
3.6.2

Dust Control at Conveyors and Transfer Points

Other than within the open storage area, all conveyors used to transfer commodities throughout
the Terminal would be covered or enclosed to minimize exposure to external conditions and to
reduce the potential for dust production.
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At transfer points, passive enclosure dust controls, including staggered conveyor curtains and
curved chuting, would be employed to manage dust. A fog-based dust control system would also
be used as needed. These are most often used inside conveyors and transfer towers at transfer
locations to remove dust generated by the material movement. Fogging systems generate
atomized water droplets into the air which adhere to the fugitive dust and causes the dust to
settle. The foggers would be located wherever dust generates.
3.6.3

Dust Control for Open Storage

Uncovered storage of large quantities of dry commodities has the potential to generate
windblown dust. Dust control measures to be implemented at open storage areas include fogging
systems, water sprays, and regular pavement sweeping. If needed, application of chemical
surfactants can be used. Fogging systems would be used in the transfer locations, such as near
the receiving hoppers.
Routine housekeeping to manage dust includes manual and automated sweeping and or
vacuuming of surfaces to collect settled dust and prevent re-suspension. Wash down is used in
other locations, for example on coal cars following dumping, or on structural surfaces otherwise
difficult to sweep or vacuum.
The dust suppression system for stockpiles themselves includes water cannons, placed mainly
along the stacker/reclaimer lanes, which are used to apply water for dust suppression when
needed. The cannons are powerful enough to spray water to the top of the piles and convey large
volumes that moisten the entire pile surface settling any dust and sealing the pile.
Water conservation features to be implemented would include controlling the dust suppression
system through an on-site meteorological station so that it would not operate during or just after
rainfall, or when the materials are sufficiently damp. The water cannon dust suppression system
would operate only when needed and especially taking into account the drying effect of wind and
sunshine. Emergency Response
The Terminal security staff would include employees fully-trained in specific emergency
procedures. These emergency personnel would be trained as first responders for fire and other
emergency response scenarios, including medical emergencies.
Prior to opening the Terminal for operations, an Emergency Response Plan would be developed
and implemented. The plan would specify safety procedures and response measures to be
implemented following an emergency or release of dangerous materials. The plan would address
appropriate response for health, severe weather and earthquake, fire, and other potential
incidents. The plan would outline chain of command and decision trees to direct communication
and response actions. In addition, the plan would also describe procedures for standard training
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and education requirements, and also for reporting and notification following an incident in a
manner that is consistent with local, state, and federal rules and regulations.
Development of emergency response procedures would be coordinated with Whatcom County,
U.S. Coast Guard, adjacent industries (BP and Intalco), and other relevant agencies, entities, and
individuals. Such coordination would include first responder protocols, notification plans, and
contingency plans. The emergency response plans would define personnel responsibilities,
actions to be taken, evacuation routes, and assembly areas, and would identify the location of
utility shutoff and overrides. A separate safety and emergency response plan would be developed
for each specific commodity handled at the Terminal.
In the event of a spill of any type of material, the appropriate Terminal personnel would
implement the pre-established response plan.
For regulated or petroleum materials, appropriate response includes contacting individuals and
agencies identified in an Emergency Response Plan to alert them to the situation, and working
closely with the supervising agency to address the matter appropriately. Depending on the nature
of the event it may also include deployment of on-site emergency response and containment
equipment, especially if a spill reaches water.
A number of measures are incorporated into the Terminal design that reduces the risk of
materials spills. For example, an emergency cable is installed along the length of each conveyor,
so that the conveyors can be stopped immediately in the event of an emergency.
Planning for marine spill response will address procedures for wharf operations and other
emergency response and would define the responsibilities of vessel operators calling at the
Terminal, including condition and safe operations of the vessel and spill response and
countermeasures.
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